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Abstract

Perception of facial expressions among individual-s wi-th

multiple handicaps vras examined usingi a visual fixation
procedure" Previous studies have demonstrated that these

individuals can discriminate between two facesi in addition,
it, has been found that they can discrininate between happy

and surprised facial expressions posed by a single ad.ul_t

model. This study explored whether individuals with
multiple handicaps can categorize facÍal expressJ-ons.

Fourteen subjects (rnedian CÄ, = l.4"2 years, and. mean VrA: 4"2

months) were each tested i-n four sessions" Each sessíon

incruded a cat,egorization probrem and. a discrimination
problem. order of presentation of each problem and. facial
ex¡lression was counterbalanced across sessions" rn the

faniliarization phase of the cat,egorization problems,

subjects rúere exposed either to the happy or to the

surprised ex¡rression posed by four different, female mod.ers.

In the test, phase, subjects were exposed to the familiar
expression and the novel expression posed by a fifth model"

In the discrimination problems, happy and surprised

expressions posed by a single mod.el q¡ere used in both the

faníliarÍzat,ion and test phase"
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Subjects l-ooked longer at the novel_ expression than the

familiar expression during the test phase of the

discríminatíon probrems, but no difference in rooking times

for the novel and familiar expressions tras found for the

categorization problems" These results rrere interpreted
with reference to developmental research on discrimination
and categorizat,ion of expressions by normal infants. This

research suggest,s that the mental ages of the participants
in the present study were sufficient for them to
discriminate facial expressions but not to categorize

expressions" Alt,ernat,ive interpretations addressing

methodologi-caI reasons for failure to find categorizatj-on

were also consi-dered.
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Introduction

The Diagnostíc and Statistical- Manual of Mental

Disorder-III-R (Anerican Psychiatric Association, J-987)

gives three defining features for mental retardation"
First, to be diagnosed. as mentally retardedr âD ind.ividual

must have an fQ of 70 or below on an individually
administered IQ test" The second characteristic of mental

retardation is a signi-ficant deficit in adaptive behavior

skills, such as social skiIIs, corlmunication skitls, daily
living skiIls, personal i-ndependence, and self-sufficiency.
FinaIIy, onset, of these problems must occur before 18 years

of age" This diagnost,ic system identifies four degrees of
severity that indicate the leveI of intellectual impairrnent"

These are mild (IQ 50-55 to approxinately 7O), noderate (fa

35-40 to 50-55), severe (IQ ZO-25 to 35-40), and profound

(IQ below 20 or 25).

Indj-viduals with mental retardation in conjunction with
physical or sensory handicaps have been described as

multiply handicapped (Dunst & McWilliam, 1988). Landesman-

Dwyer and Sackett (l-978) used the t,erm nonambulatory,

profoundly menLally retarded- to characterize those rnul-tiply

handícapped individuals who are profoundly retarded,

incapable of moving through space, lack adaptive behavior
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skilIs, and are extremely small for their chronological age"

Persons wíth multiple handicaps have behavioral capabilities
which are comparable to the abilities of normal infants in
some respects" For example, they lack verbal communication

skills and adaptive self-help ski1Is; consequently, they are

completely dependent on others for their survival"

Very little research has examined the social competence

of multiply handicapped índividuals" In one study (Hi1I &

Whiteley, 1985), it was found that preschool and school-agre

children with multiple handicaps exhibited very few

interactions with their intellectually normal classmates;

and interacted less often with peers than intellectually
nornal children" !{hiteley and Krenn (1986) , using ttre
Bayley ment,al scale found that multiply handicapped

individuals demonstrate several social behaviors found. in
infants" Specifically, 644 of these individuals looked at a

person momentarily; 558 responded to a voice î 5ZZ followed a

moving person wíth their eyesi and 398 exhibited a social
snile in response to talking and smiling by the examiners.

This descriptive informat,ion suggest,s that they are capable

of responding to social cues, such as facial expressions.

Facial expressions have been ídentifíed as a major

channel of Ínterpersonal eommunieation (Fíeld & I{a-ld-en,

L982) " Recent advances in understanding the nature of
emotional communication between infants and adults, where
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facial expressions play a very important role in the

communication process, are relevant to conceptualizing this
aspect of comrnunication for multiply handicapped

indívi-duals "

Field. and l,Ialden (l-982) pointed. out that a meaningful

ínfant-caretaker interaction would reguire at Least two

components: (a) the ability of the infant to perceive the

caret,aker¡s emotional expression; and (b) the ability of the

infant t,o produce emotional ex¡rressions in response to the

caretaker¡s expression" Tronick (1989) extended Field and

Vtalden¡s (1982) description of infant-caretaker interaction
to include the caretakerrs ro1e. According to this
analysis, the infant-caretaker emotional communication

process has at least four components: (a) perception of the

caretakerrs emotional expressions by the infant,t (b) the

infantrs production of an enotional expression in response

to the caretaker¡s expressiont (c) percept,ion of the

infant0s expression by the caret,akeri and (d) the

caretaker¡s production of an expression in response to the

ínfantrs e>çression" Thus, there Ís a cycle of emotional

cornmuni-cation between the infant and the caretaker. The

same analysis of communication applies to the ínteractions

of persons with rnultiple handicaps and their caretakers"

The present study examined one aspect of this
communication process; that is, the perception of facial
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expressions of others by individuals with multiple
handicaps" A visual recognition memory test was used Lo

examine whether nultiply handicapped people can discriminate

between happy and surprised expressions when these are posed

by a single model; and whether they show evidence of

categorization of these expressions when they are posed by

multiple models" Discrimination refers to the person¡s

ability to differentiate between two different stirnuli;
whereas, categorization refers to the personrs ability to

abstract conmon features from dissinilar stimul-i"

Understanding their ability to process facial expressions

may assist caretakers to communicate meaningfully with these

individuals "

Methodolosical Issues in Visua1 Recognition Memorv Tests

Because of the sinilarities in behavioral

characteristics between individuals with nultiple handicaps

and nornal infants, it has been suggested that methods used

to study normal infants night prove useful for the study of
these handicapped persons (e.9., Shepherd & Fagan, 1981).

One such method, the visual recognition memory test (O1son,

1979) ! is a widely used experiment,al method for
investigating infant perception and cognition. Attention Lo

a stimulus is affected by stimulus familiarity; and a novel
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stimulus elicits more attention than a familiar one (Olson &

Sherman, 1983) " Systematj-c variat,ion of familiarity and

novelty in an experiment,al situation can be used to study

some aspect,s of perceptual and cognitive development"

Visual recognition memory tests reguire that
individ.uals be able to attend to visual stimuli selectively
and fixate on them with minimal eye movements (Butcher,

1977) " A nunber of studies have demonstrated that many

nultiply handicapped individuals have these abilities (e.g.,
Ke1man & White1ey, 1986; Krenn & White1ey, 1990; Shepherd &

Fagan, 1980) " These studies show that perceptual and

cognitive functioning of nu1t,iply handicapped individ.uals

can be studied using the visual recognition memory test
paradigrn" Visual recognition memory can be tested by both

the habituation-dishabituation procedure and the paired-

comparison procedure. Both of these procedures are

discussed with regard to their applications to studying

mult,iply handicapped individuals.
Habituation-Dishabituation Paradigrn

Bornstein (1985) described habituation and its
irnplications as follows:

Habituation is attention decrement, to repeat,ed
stimulation; it is not sensory adaptation, effector
fatígue, or change ín arousal, buL rather represenLs a
prirnitive kind. of ¡ex¡rosure learning I that reflects
underlying brain plasticity. Habituation in infants
inplies mental representation, memory, internal
comparison, and a variety of associated perceptual and
cognitive behaviors driven by these processes (p" 29o).
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Dishabituation is an increase in level of responding

when a nover stimulus is presented folrowing habituation.
Dishabituation irnplies discrimination of the habituated and

novel stirnul-i "

Most of the studies on habituation with rnultiply
handicapped persons Trave been concerned with visual
information processing and have used looking behavior as the
index of attention (e"g", Berkson, 1966; Ke1man & Whiteley,

1986; Switzky, üIoolsey-Hil1, & euoss, 1979). Berkson was

the first to apply the vj-suar habituation-dishabituation
paradigi'ur with profoundry mentally retarded subjects" rn one

of his ex¡reriments, Berkson (1966) stud.ied the eye fixation
behavior of profoundly retard.ed chirdren when they !üere

presented with moving and stationary st,inuri" rn this study

there lr¡ere 15 profoundly retarded subject,s whose nedian

chronological age (CA) was 3 yearso 5 months. The

developmental revel of the subject,s was estimated to be ress

than 1 year" Subject,s were tested on four daysi on each

day, three trials rl¡ere presented randomty for each of four
conditions" A slidíng door was raised for 60 seconds on

each trial" The experimental conditions qrere: On-On, On-

Off, Off-Off, and Off-On. In the On condition, the stinulus
was a rotating disc; and. in the off eond.it,ron, it was a

stat,ionary disc, fn On-On and Off-Off conditions, the disc

remaíned rotating or stationary, respectively, for 60 s. fn
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the On-Of f and Of f-On condJ-t,ions, the disc was rotating for
30 s and statJ-onary for 3O s" The percentage of time the

subject fixated the stimulus during a 30-s trial was the

dependent measure in this study. It q¡as found that the

percentage score decreased in on-on and off-off conditions
(faniliar stimulus only), but increased when the change

occurred in the Off-On and On-Off conditions (change from

familiar to novel stimulus). The results demonstrated

habituati-on and dishabituation in profoundly mentally

retarded subjects"

Bwo types of experímental procedures have been used to
faniriarize the subject to the habituating stimurus. These

are fixed.-tria1 procedures (e"g", Krenn & Whiteley, 1990),

and subject-control proced.ures (e.g., Switzky, Wootsey-Hi11,

& Quoss t 1979) " rn a fixed-triaI procedure, the habituating
stimulus is presented to the subject, for a fixed number of
trials with e:(posures of predetermined d.urat,ion. For

exanple, in the Krenn and lithiteley (1990) study, vertical
and horizontal patt,erns virere presented to profoundly

mentally retarded subjects for 20 s on each of 16

habituation t,rials" Aft,er the habituation trials, a novel

sti¡nu1us (obligue or square pattern) or the farniliar
sLimul-us was presented on alternate t,rÍals over g test
trials of 2O s duration" The results d.emonstrated that
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subjects showed response decrement during the habituation
phase and response recovery during the test. phase.

In the subject-control procedure, the habituating
stimulus is presented for the duration of one visual
fixation, and the nurnber of trials cont,inues until the

subject reaches a pre-set habituation criterion (usual1y 2

consecutive looks of less than 50å duration of the mean of
the j-nÍtiaI 2 rooks). For exampre, in the swit,zF<y, trtroorsey-

HiIl, and Quoss (l-979) study profound.ly mentally ret,arded

subj ects r¡rere repeatedly exposed to either 2 x 2 or L2 x 12

black and white checkerboard patterns unti-I a set crit,erion
of habituation was reached, as measured by a decrement in
visual fixation time. After reaching the habituation
criterion, subjects Ìt¡ere arternately shown the habituating
st,inulus and the remaining checkerboard as the novel

stimulus during post*habituation trials, Resu1t,s on post,-

habituation trials denonstrated that, Iooking times were

longer t,o the novel stimulus than to the habituatÍng
st,imulus"

Both the fixed-trials and subject-control procedures

present methodological or conceptuat difficulties. As the

duration of the stimulus present,ations are fixed, the fixed-
trial procedure does not take the subjecL¡s looking behavior

into consíderation. For example, a subject may not be

looking at the stímulus during its presentation, or the
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presentation of the stímulus may end while the subject. is
looking at it" The subject-control procedures have

att,empted to meet these criticisrns by presenting the

stimulus unt,il the subject looks as¡ay from it; however,

these procedures reguire on-Iine est,imation of the subject¡s
response, linkage of the response to stímulus present,aLÍon,

and simultaneous carcurat,íon of a habituation criterion.
Moreover, subjects may reactr a habituatíon criterion by

chance.

A response decrement due t,o repeated presentation of a

stimulus nay be exptained by phenomena other than

habituat,ion" These are: (a) sensory ad.aptation, (b)

effector fat,igue, and (c) change ín behaviorar state. rn a

study using habituation-dishabituation procedures,

researchers must adopt some control measures to guard

against these alternat,íve explanatj.ons of response

decrement, one such cont,ror procedure invorves presentation
of pretest and posttest stimuri. rf the subjectts Ievel of
responding remains the same from pretest t,o posttest,
sensory adaptation, effector fat,igue, and. change in
behavioral state can be elÍminated as explanat,íons for
decreased responding, Another control procedure involves
the test for response recovery to a novel st,ímulus after
habituation" ff recovery occurs, these alternative
explanations of response decrement can be dÍscarded"
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Hov/ever, habituati-on and recovery must be shown to both

members of a counterbal-anced stimulus pair" rn addition,
the habituating stimulus and test stimulus must be

preselected to make them equally attractive to the subjects;
otherwise, response recovery in the test phase could be

caused by a stimulus preference or a startle response

(Bornstein, 1985) "

Paired-Comparison Procedure

The paired comparison procedure involves the
presentation of a pair of identícaI stirnuri for a fixed
famitiarization period., forrowed by a test phase involving
the presentat,ion of the familiar stÍmulus paired with a

novel stimurus" The familiarization period may involve a

f ixed exposure time to the stimulus on one or more triars,.
or the exposure time may be a criterion amount of rookíng by

the subject," The test phase involves two triars. The novel

stimulus is presented on the right, screen on one tríar and

on the reft screen on the other triar" rf the subject looks

longer at, the nover stimulus as compared. to the familiar
st,imulus, it can be inferred that, the subject discriminated
between the two st,i¡nulí

Shepherd and Fagan (1980) used the paired-comparÍson

procedure to study multípIy handicapped_ and profound.Iy

mentally retarded children. They ü/ere exposed to sharply

contrasting black and white patterns, and. low contrastj-ng
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gray and white patterns. The proced.ure of this study

involved two l-5-s periods of familiarization with one

st.imulus, followed by paíred presentations of the famj-Iiar
and a novel stj-mulus for 5 s during test trials. The

results of this study demonstrated that subjects 1ooked

longer at the novel stimurus than at the famiríar stimulus

during the test phase"

In the paired-comparison procedure, factors that rnight

affect the subject¡s choice between two st,imuli include
discriminability, preference, and response bias (Olson &

Sherman, 1983) " As the relative novelty factor is of
prinary importance in most experj-ments, investígators must

cont,ror these other variables. They generarly adopt three
control measures: (a) they choose stimuli, prior to
familiarizatíon, at which subject,s 1ook egually; (b) they

counterbalance novel and familÍar stinruli over subjects or

test sessionsi and (c) they counterbalance right-left,
posit,ion of the test stínu1i over two test trials.

There are some advantages and linitatíons t,o the
paired-comparison procedure. One ad.vantage of this
technique is that evídence of memory for the familiarized
stimulus can be found after very brief familiarization
periods. For example, Shepherd and Fagan (1980) found

significant novelty preference in profound.ly mentally

ret,arded subjects using farniliarization periods of only two
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15-s trial-s, and Shaw (1989) found evidence of memory after
only three l-O-s faniliarization trials" The major

difficulty vrith this technique is that it generates a

measure which has limited sensitivity" It is very rare that
the observed percentage of looking time at the novel

stimulus exceeds 7Ùeo. Shaw (1988) reviewed studies with
nult,iply handicapped. children and found scores in the 438 to
68* range.

In the habituat,ion-dishabituation paradigm, either the

novel or familiar stimulus is presented on each test trial"
As only one stimulus is presented during each test. trial,
the investígator need not, worry about counterbalancing the

posit,íon of the stimulus. On the other hand., as the

familiar stimulus does not, appear simultaneously with the

novel stimulus, the habítuation-dishabítuat,ion paradiqm

demands more memory capability"

Discrinination Research with Multiply Handicapped persons

Various tlpes of stimuli have been used Ín visual
discrinination research v¡íth nult,iply handicapped

individuals: for example, geometric figures, colors, faces,

and facial expressions" Studies with nonfacial stinuli
provide information about sensory and perceptual abilities.
In addition, as facial stírnuli have social significance,
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studies hrith these stimuli also enable us to explore the

development of social perception and cognition"

Discrinination of facial and nonfacial stimuli are

considered separately in thís section.

Discrimination Research with Nonfacial Stimuli
As mentioned earlier, Berkson (1966) found that

profoundly retarded subjects could discriminate between

moving and stationary stinuli; Switzky et aI " (1979) found

that they can discriminate between dífferent checkerboard

targets; and Shepherd and. Fagan (1980) found that they can

discríninate between high and low contrast patterns.

Butcher (L977) studied profoundly mentally retarded

young children to see whether they could discriminate

between colors" Stimuli were four colored patterns (red-

square, green-square, red-diamond, and green-diamond). They

v¡ere tested irn¡rediately following fanitiarizat,ion, and after
a delay interval. Subject,s were 16 profoundly mentally

ret,arded children with mean CA of 6.1 years and mean mental

age (MÄ) of 5.3 months " 1"14 was assessed by the Bayley

Scales of Infant Development," Children r¡ere fírst exposed

for a 2-minute faniliarization period to one stimulus from

the color set" Following familíarizatíon, one innedíat,e and

two delayed tests (4O s and I8O s delays) were adrnínístered

using paired present,at,íons of the familÍar stimulus and a

novel stimulus of the same category. Results showed that
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these chil-dren could discriminate the color stimuli in the

irnmediate test but failed to make such a discrimination
after the delay intervals, with the exception that both 40 s

and 180 s delayed recognition was found for one of the

colored patterns"

Kelman and Whiteley (1986) studíed the generalizatÍon

of habituation along a form dimension hrith nonambulatory

profoundly ment,alIy retarded child.ren. There T¡¡ere Iz
subj ects in this study with a mean C.ê, of 7 .8 years and a

median MA of 3"5 months. Procedures of the study involved a

modified fixed-trial habj-tuation-dishabituation paradigrrn"

Rather than a preset, trial durat,ion, each trial lasted 15 s

from the subjectrs initial fixation of the stimulus. If no

f ixation occurred during the f irst 10 s, the st,imulus v¡as

present,ed for a tot,ar of 25 s. The intertrial interval was

5 s. Each subject participat,ed. in four sessions with at
least, 24 h between sessions. In each session, there were 12

habituation trials, which were followed by I test trials.
In each session, the habítuating stimulus was either a

circle or an ellipse, and in the test phase, three test
stiutuli and the habituating stinulus were each presented

twice" The test st,i¡nu1i differed from the habituating

stimulus along a form dimensíon. These stirnuli were a

circle, a wide ellipse, a narrow ellípse, and a triangle.
Analyses of the data revealed that there were decreases in
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fixation times over habi-tuation trials and that fixation
times increased during test trials" Differences in fixation
tÍmes to dífferent stimuti during the test phase v¡ere not

found. Kelman and Whiteley (1986) also conducted analyses

of individual subject data and found that only 2 children
demonstrated generalization gradients. Thus, Kelman and

Whiteley (1986) found that,, although nonambulatory

profoundly retarded subjects can discriminate stimuli along

a form dimension, their response to novelty was not,

systematically related to amount of change in the stimulus"

As mentioned earlier, Krenn and Whiteley (1990) used a

fixed trial habituat,ion-dishabituation paradigzn to
investigate the ability of nonambulatory profoundly retarded

children to discriminat,e changes in orientat,ion of a

st,iurulus" Subjects were 16 nonambulatory profoundly

mentally retarded children, with a mean CA of 10.2 years,

and mean MA of 6.2 nonths, as measured by the Bay1ey Sca1es

of Infant Development," Each subject participated in three

experímental sessions r¡ith 24 hours between sessions" The

habítuation phase consisted of 16 trials and the test phase

consisted of B trials. The intertrial interval was 2 s.

The four patt,erns were a vert,ical Iine, a horizontal Iine, a

45 degree oblique line, and a square. Each subject was

habituat,ed eíther to the vertical or horizontal pattern, and

the renaining three patterns were used as novel stirnuli"
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The novel stimul-us was different on each day. The results
showed response decrernent during the habituation phase and

longer fixation to the novel stimuli than to the familiar
stimulus during the test phase. The results irnply that
nonambulatory profoundly retarded subject,s can discriminate

between stimulus orientations as well as between forms.

Shaw (1988) also studied orientation discrimination by

nonambulatory, profoundly mentally ret,arded children, but

used a paÍred-comparison procedure" Subjects in this study

were 15 profoundly nentally retarded children, hrhose mental

agre ranged from about 2 nonths to 6 monthsr âs assessed by

the Bayley Sca1es of fnfant Development Mental Scale. The

stinuli were a square-v¡ave grating and a line pattern" Each

type of stimulus was familiarized in three different,
orientat,ions -- vertical, horizontal, or oblique. After
each familiarizat,ion phase, subjects were test,ed with the

familiar orientatÍon and a different, orientation of the same

stímuIus pattern" In each problern, there were three lO-s

familiarization trials and two 1O-s test trials. It was

found that, subjects looked longer at the novel orientation
than at the farniliar orientatíon, indicat,ing that the

subjects could discrirnínate changes in orientation of 45

degrees and 90 degrees.

In summary, the studies reviewed in this sect,j-on

dernonstrate that profoundly retarded children show
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habituation and dishabituation to visual stimuli (e.g",
Berkson, L966¡ Kelman & Whiteley, 1986; Swit.zky et â1.,
L979) " The mean leveI of functioning (MA) of the subjects

in these studies ranged from under 2 months to about z

years" Profoundly mentally retarded subjects also

demonstrated discrirnination of changes in form (Kelman &

?lhiteley, 1986) " In the Krenn and Whit,eley (1990) and Shaw

(1988) studies, they also showed sensítivity to changes in
stimurus orient,atÍon. Butcher (1977) demonstrated that they

can discríminate between colors. Switzky et aI" (t979) and

Shepherd and Fagan (1980) demonstrated shorr¡ed that children
with rnultiple handicaps could discriminate between

checkerboard targets and between high or low contrast
patterns. And finally, in the Berkson (1966) study, it was

found that profoundly ruentally retarded subject,s can

discriminate between moving and stat,ionary st,imuli" AII
these studies demonstrat,ed that visual recognition memory

methodologies can detect pattern dj-scrírnination by

profoundly ment,ally retarded individuals "

Discriminatíon Research with Facial Stimuli
Facial st,ímulí have meaningful socj-aI signal va1ue.

Thus, d.etermining the extent to which profoundly mentally

ret,arded individuals can discriminate such socíal stirnuli is
an ímportant component in understandíng their social
perception. Shepherd, Kleiner, and McMurrer (1984) tested
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l-8 young nonambulatory, profoundly rnentally retarded

individuals whose MA was less than 2 years" Subjects T¡¡ere

tested for their ability to make facial pattern

discriminations using the paired-comparison test procedure.

Problems involved discriminating several types of patterns;

namely, facial versus non-facial patterns, properly versus

inproperly arranged facial patterns, male versus female

faces, and two faces of the same gender and age" Their

nonambulatory profoundly retarded subjects only

discríminated between facial and non-facial patterns, ârr

ability that ís found. in normal neonates.

Butcher (L977) studied a group of profoundty mentally

retarded young children to see whether they could

discriminate faces. Stimuli were phot,ographs of faces of
two men and two !¡omen. They were tested immediately

followinE faniliarization and after a delay interual"
Subjects k¡ere 16 profoundly nentally retarded. children with
mean CA of 6.1 years and mean mental age (MÀ) of S"3 months.

I'tA was assessed by the Bayley Scales of Infant DeveLoprnent,.

Children were fírst exposed to a 2-minut,e faniliarization
period with one stimulus from the face set" Following

fauríliarizat,Íon, an immediate and two delayed tests (40 s &

180 s) were aùninístered using paired presentations of the

farniliar stimulus and a novel stimulus. The subjects

demonstrated longer looking at the novel than the famíliar
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stirnulus on immediate test trial-s, but not on delayed test
trials.

Ellis and Boyd (L982) used the paired-comparison

procedure to study the discrímination of faces by

moderately, severely, and profoundly retarded persons.

There l¡Iere thírty subjects in this study: 14 were rnoderat.ely

retarded, 6 hrere severely retard.ed, and 10 were profoundly

retarded" The mean IQs of the three groups were 44"3, 30.5,

and 15.0, respectively" The stimuli were 64 photographs of
faces taken from popular magazines, which !¡ere presented. to
the subject via 35 mm stídes. Duríng the fa¡niliarization
phase subjects TÁrere presented with a pair of identical
photographs. The phot,ographs v¡ere exposed until 30 s of
looking tine v¡ere accumulated by the subjects. Their

ability to discriminate familiar fron nover faces was test,ed

after 0-, 10*u 30-, and 180-s delay int,en¡als" Of the 30

subjects, 20 looked significant,ly longer at the novel

stimulus during the test phase" It vras found that the

subj ects could discriurinat,e betç¡een faces after each

retention interval. There was no effect of level of mental

retardation"

Whiteley, Shaw, and Graham (1987) faniliarized tZ

profoundllr mentally retarded children to face stinuli using

a habituatíon proced.ure. The mean CA of the subjects was

I-2"3 years, and the median lfA was 3"5 months as measured by
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the Bayley Scales of Infant Development. The test stimuli
in this study consisted of colored slides of a male and

female face. Each subject participated in four sessions

with approximately I-week intervals between sessions.

Twelve habituat,ion trials were followed by 6 test trials in
which the novel st.imulus was presented 4 times and the

habituating stirnulus 2 t,imes " Subj ects f ixated longer on

novel stirnuli than familiar stimuli during test trials" The

results of this study indicated that nonambulatory

profoundly mentally retarded subjects could discriminate
between a male and a female face"

Ratrman (1988) investigated whether nonambulatory,

profoundly mentally ret,arded children and adolescents can

discriminate between facial expressions of happiness and

surprise posed by a female adu1t" There \dere L4 subjects

whose mean I"fA was 4 " I months and mean C.A, rdas 13.8 years "

The fixed trial habituation-dishabituation paradigrn was

used. The stimuli were colored slides of facial expressions

of happiness and surprise posed by a female mod.el" Each

subject, participated in four sessions" An interval of at
least, 24 hours was maint,ained between sessions" Each

session consisted of four phases: I pretest trial, a series

of 12 or 14 habj-tuation trials, 4 test trials, and I
posttest trial. Subjects in the Happy-Surprise (HSHS) group

received the happy expression as the habituating stimulus in
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Sessíon It the surprise expression as the habituating

stimulus in Session 2, happy in Session 3, and surprise in
Session 4" The Surprise-Happy (SHSH) group received the

reversed order of stimulus presentation"

The dependent measure ín Rahman0s (1988) study was the

total fixation time on each trial" The results of this
study revealed that there was a significant increase in
total fixation tine from habituation phase to test phase,

indicating that, these nonambulatory, profoundly mentally

retarded children discriminated between happy and surprised

facíal expressions.

From the above review ít is evident that rnultiply
handicapped persons can discrimínate among different faces,

and between expressions of happy and surprise. But a study

has not, been conduct,ed to find out whether they can

cat,egorize facial expressions when they are posed by

different, models, That is, do they abstract, cornmon features

of a facial ex¡lression fron the observation of an expressíon

posed by different models?

Infant Research on Cat,ecrorizat,i-on of Facial Expressions

Research on the categorization of facial expressions by

infants illustrates the methodologies that rnight be used to

study categorization of facial expressions by individuals
with muttiple handicaps" In addition, research with ínfants

shows developmental trends that may be relevant to
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understanding individuar differences in discrimination and

categorization skiIls among rnultiply handicapped persons of
varying mental age"

Bornstein (1985) suggested that to demonstrate

categorization using a habituation procedure, subjects must

be habituat,ed to several instances of a category during the

habítuation phase. They must then be tested with the

faroiliar cat,egory (old and new instances) and. with a novel

category (at, least one instance). Categorization can be

inferred if the following results are obtained: (I) no

dishabituation to the familiar instance, (2) generalization
of habituation t,o new inst,ances of the familiar category,

and (3) dishabituation to instances of the novel category"

Categorizat,ion can also be studied using the paired-
comparison procedure" In the familiarization phase,

subject,s are exposed to different examples of the same

category over several trials. In the test phase, subjects

are exposed to another version of the familiarized category

along with an example of a new category" Longer looking
tj.mes at the instance of the new category Índ.icates that the

subject has abstracted common features of the faniliarized
category. In the case of cat,egorization of facía1

expressíons, subjecLs can be exposed to one expression posed

by several models duríng the familiarization phase. During
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the test phase, a new model is presented posing both the

fainiliarized expression and a novel expression.

Whether infants can categoríze invariant facial
expressions across dífferent persons vras studied by caron,

Caron, and Myers (1982)" They studied 4-, 5"5- and 7-

month-old infants" There were 36 infants (19 boys and Ig

girls) at each age group in a four-exemplar condition, and

there were also 36 infants (18 boys and IB girls) at each

age group in a síngle-exemplar condítion"

Pictures depict,ing the same facial expressíon posed by

four different adult models ü¡ere present,ed during the

habituation phase in the four exemplar condition. rn the

test, phase, two new models were presented with the

familiarized expression first,, and. then with the novel

expression" rn the single-exemplar condition, the familiar
expression posed by the same moder &ras presented repeatedly

during the habituation phase. But ín the test, phase, both

the novel and faniliar expressions vrere posed by two new

models¡ âs ín the test phase of the four-exemplar condition"
Harf of the infants in each aEe grroup ïrere habituated t,o the

happy e:çression, and the other half were habituated to the

surprised expression.

It was found that, the ability to discriminate the novel

expression increased with age in the four-exemplar

condition, but, not in the single-exemplar condit,ion. Caron
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et al. (1982) calculated the percentag'e of infants in each

group who both generalized to the famíliar expression and

discriminated the novel expressj-on. The authors called it a

response yielding a r¡conceptual patternrr " They found that

754 of the 7-month-old infants in the four-exemplar

condition showed a conceptual pattern; whereas, only 36å of

the 5.5-month-o1d and I98 of the 4-month-o1d did so. They

concluded that infants can differentiate happy and surprised

expressions on a categorical basis at 7 months of age, but

not at 4 or 5.5 months.

Ludenann and Nelson (1988) studied seven-month-old

infantsr ability to categorize the facial expressions of

happy, fear, and surprise posed by nultiple models. They

a1so examined discrimination of varying intensities of each

expression. In their first experiment, they studied

infant,s0 ability to discrinínate two intensities of the same

expression" To develop stimulí for this study, Ludemann and

Nelson (1988) showed the El<rnan and Friesen (1975) standard

ex¡lressions of happy, fear, and surprise to a series of
Ti¡omen between the ages of 25 and 30 years" Each nodel was

asked to pose each ex¡lression accurately, and to pose both

mild and extreme versions" Slide photographs of each pose

were taken. Fifty-four undergraduat,e college students hlere

asked to rate the facíal expressions posed by each mode1.

Based on these judgments, photographs of 15 model-s posing
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both j-ntensit,j-es of at least two of the three expressions

I¡/ere selected as stimuli"

Ludemann and Nelson (1988) used an infant-control
habituation paradign. In their first experiment, infants
were randomly assigned either to the experimental or to the

control condition. Out of four different models, each

infant was randomly ex¡rosed to two models. The experímental-

group was habituated to a raildly happy expression and t,ested

with a very happy expression posed by the same model" After
a l-minute break, infants in this group were habituated. to a

miIdIy fearful expression and. tested with a very fearful
expression posed by a different model. Infants in the

control group were habituated and tested with one intensity
of happy posed by one model" This group was then habituat,ed.

and test,ed with the same intensity of fear posed by a second.

model" Results of this study demonstrated that, infants
could discrinínat,e happy and fearful ocpressions varying in
int,ensity"

The purpose of Ludemann and Nelson¡s (l98g) second

experiment, was to find out whether seven-month-old infants
were able to generalÍze theír discriminat,ion of happy and

fear when these stinruli varíed in intensity" There were 32

seven-month-old infants in this study" Eight fernale models

klere selected. Four of these models posed nild and extreme

intensities of the happy expression, and the other four
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models posed the same two intensities of the fear

expressíon; the stirnuli were select,ed from the stirnulus set

described above"

During the habituation phase, i-nfants T¡rere exposed to

both mild and intense poses of an expressíon posed by three

models unt,il the habituation criterion $ras reached (e"9.,

mild happy followed by very happy by model A; mild happy

followed by very happy by model B; and mild happy followed

by very happy by nodel C) " During the test phase, infants
received two trials with both intensitíes of the faniliar
expression posed by a fourth model (e.9", uritd happy

followed by very happy by model D), and two trials wíth both

intensit,ies of the novel ex¡rression posed by the same fourth

model (e"9., nild fearful expression followed by a very

fearful expression by model D) " After a one-minute break,

if an ínfant could accomplísh this phase successfully, he or

she was tested agaín v¡ith the reversed order of habítuation

and test expressíons (e"9", habituated to fear and tested

with happy) .

They found that infants looked longer at novel fear

st,inuli after habituation to happy stimuli, but didn¡t. look

longer at novel happy stimuli after habituation to fear

sti¡nuli. Thus, ínfants could categorize between happy and

fearful ex¡rressions under certain orders of presentation"

These investigators speculated that this order effect night
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be mediated by a famj-liarity factor, as infants watch more

positive emotions than negative ones in their social
environment"

Categorization has also been studied using the paired

comparison procedure (e"g., Nelson, Morse, & Leavitt, IgTg;

Nelson & Dolgin, 1985). Nelson, Morse, and Leavitt (1979)

conducted experiments with seven-month-oId infants to find
out whether infants can reliably generalize Lhe

discrimination of happy and fear expressions across

dífferent models"

The purpose of one experíment by Nelson et aI" (L9791

ExperimenE 2) was to find out I,rhether infants could

discrininate between happy and fear expressions posed by two

dífferent models. The investigators tested a group of 32

seven-month-old infants" rnfants were familiarized with one

facial ex¡lression (e"g", happy) posed by one model, and

t,est,ed with the contrast, of both e>cpression (i.e., happy and

fear) posed by another model" It, was found that infants in
this experiment looked equally long at, both the novel and.

faniliar expressions on the test trials. Thus, these

infant,s failed to demonstrate generalized discrinination of
the two facial expressions from the first model to the

second model" Nelson et al. (L979) suggested that these 7-

month-olds nay have responded to a change in model as well
as to a change in expression on the test trials" They
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mentioned that an analogous finding vras reported by Fagan

(1976, Experiment 5) in his study of generalized

discrimination of male versus female faces. Nelson et aI.
(1979) concluded that e:(posure to a single model during the

faniliarization phase was not sufficíent for g'eneralized

discrinination of stimuli across models. They suggested

that. generalized discrimination of facial expressions might

be facilitated by exposing infants to more than one model

posing the familiar expression duríng the faniliarization
phase" According to Nelson et aI" (1979) | such a design

should serve to familiarize or habituate the infant to the

irrelevant dimensions of different faces such as haír coIor,
and thereby, enhance the infant,ts att,ention to the more

relevant, dimensions of facial expression, such as shape of
mouth, during the test phase"

In the final experiment reported by Nelson et aI"

(L979, Experiment 3), there were 32 infants ranging in age

from 7 t,o 8 months. Happy and fear expressions posed by

three female (Models A, B, and C) were selected from E]<rnan

and Friesen (1975). Infants were first faniliarized to the

Model A face for 20 seconds with either a happy or fearful
expression" They were than exposed for another 20 seconds

to Model B posing the same expression" Then the infants

received two 10-s test trials in which Mode1 C posed the

faniliar expression and the novel expression. Half of the
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infants were familiarized. hrith the happy expression, and

half with the fear expression" Results of this study

reveal-ed that the mean length of fixations to the two test
targets differed reliably r¡rhen familiarized with happy and

tested with fear. But such a díscrimination was not found

when infants v¡ere familiarized with fear and tested with
happy. They concluded that 7-month-old infants are able to
generalize across the happy expressions posed by different
models "

Nelson and Dolgin (1985) conducted 2 experiments on

seven-month-old infants to examine categorization of happy

and fearful facial expressíons. The aim of this study was

to overcome the li¡nit,at,ions of prevíous studies by Caron et
aI. (1982) and Nelson et aI" (1979). Accord.ing to Ne1son

and Dolgin (1985), two basic limit,ations of these studies

Iüere first,, that only female models v¡ere usedn and secondo

that there v¡ere no att,empts to clarify why díscrimínat,ion

was affected by order of presentation of the ex¡lressions"

The primary purpose of Nelson and Ðolgints (1988) first
e><periment rsas to establÍsh whether seven-month-old infants
could generalize across four different female and male

models" Subjects in this study lt¡ere 32 seven-month-oId

infants. The method adopted was a paired.-comparison

procedure" Subjects were presented with three 3O-s

familiarízation trÍaIs. The stimuli T¡rere color photographs
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of mal-e and female models posing happy and fear. A

different model v¡as presented on each of the three trials"
The identical expressíon by the same model r,ùas presented on

both the right and left sides of the screen" After the

familiarization phase, a fourth male or female model¡s face,

posing the farnilj-ar expressíon on one sid.e, and the novel

expression on the other side, was presented" There was also

a second test trial in which the posÍtion of the facial
expressions kras reversed from that of the first test trial"
One-ha1f the infants were familiarized to happy faces and

tested on fearful faceso and the other half were

familiarízed to fear and t,ested on happy. Only infants
familiarized to happy and test,ed on fear showed a

significant novelty preference.

In their second e><periment, Ne1son and Dolgin (I9BS)

tested another group of. 32 seven-month-o1d infants with the

same facial expressions used in Experiment 1" Subjects

received two 45-s trials involving presentation of a happy

or fearful expression posed by one of the four models.

Analysis of the results in the second ex¡leriment indicat,ed

that infants looked longer at, the fearful than the happy

expression, and looked longer on Trial I than on Trial 2"

From the results of their two experirnents, Nelson and Dolgin

(1985) concluded that seven-month-oId infants perceive happy

and fearful facial expressions in a categorical fashion;
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however, this phenomenon ís affected by the order of

presentation of the expressions"

From the above review it is evident that infants at

seven-months of age can categoríze various facial
expressions" Using a subject-control habituation-

dishabituation paradigrm !ùith nultiple models, Caron et aI"

(1982) found Lhat infants can categorize happy and surprised

expressions, and Ludeman and Nelson (1988) found that
infants can categorize happy and fearful expressions. Using

a paired-comparison procedure with nultiple models, Nelson

et al " (J-979) and Nelson and Dolgin (1985) found that
infants can categorize happy and fear at seven months of

age. These researchers also found that their results v¡ere

affected by the order of presentation of the facial
expressions. Nelson (l-987) concluded that infants can

díscrinínate between facial ex¡lressions as early as 3-months

of age but cannot cat,egorize facial expressions before the

age of 7 months.

These studies illustrate visual recognition memory

procedures that are approprÍate for testíng discrinination
and cat,egorization of facíaI expressions v¡ith individuals
who are nultiply handicapped" Moreover, the developmental

trend summarized by Nelson (1987) for infants suggests that

differences in mental age between 2 and 12 months may be
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predictive of the dj-scrimination and categorization

abilities of índividuals with rnultiple handicaps.

The Present Studv

Previous studies have been conducted to find. out

whether persons with muJ.tiple handicaps can discrininate
between faces (e"9., Butcher, L977; Whiteley et â1., LggT) t

and between two facial expressions (RaÏunan, 1988) " The

present study examined whether they courd discriminate happy

and surprise r¡rhen they lvere posed by a single model, and.

cat,egorize these expressions when they trcrere posed by

urult,iple models "

Happy and surprise were select,ed because these have

been identified as fundamental enotions since Darwinrs early
invest,ígation (Darwin, LBTZ/]-9îSî Ïzard, t97I) . Research

has shown that normar infant,s can discrininate between these

two expressions as early as 3 months of age (Barrera &

Maurer, 1981), and can categorize then by 7 months (Caron et
â1,, L982i Ne1son et, al., J979 i Nelson & Dolgin, 19BS).

Moreover, it has also been found that happy and surprise

ex¡lressions evoke a simíIar amount of looking by nultiply
handicapped persons (Rahman, 1988). Negative emotÍons,

such as sad and anger, vrere avoíded to gruard aqainst

aversive reactions. It has been found that infants show
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fussy behavior during habituatj-on trials to negative facial

expressions (Barrera & Maurer, 1981) "

A paired-comparison procedure was used in the present

study" The paired-comparíson procedure qlas adopted because

of its advantages over the habituation-dishabituation
paradignn; nanely, it requires fewer trials, alIows testing

of multiple problems in one session, and demands less memory

capacity during test trials"

In each session there srere two problems--a

categorization problem and a discrimination problem. In the

categorization problem" subjects trüere familiarized to the

same facial expression posed by four models consecutively"

Subjects were presented with both the familiar and novel

expression posed by a fifth model during the test phase. In

the d.iscrimination problem, one expression posed by a sixth

model was presented on each of the four trials in the

faniliarization phasei and both novel and familíar

e>çressions posed by this model were presented during the

test phase. The discriurinatíon problem was included because

the discriurination of happy and surprised expressions by

multiply handicapped individuals has been demonstrated using

the habítuation-dishabituation paradígrm (Rahman, 1988), but

not, the paíred-comparison procedure. Posj-tive evidence of

dj-scrimínation using the paired-comparison procedure r,'las
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necessary to val-idate this testj-ng procedure for assessing

discrinination of facial ex¡rressions.

Hypothesis 1

A decline in fixat,ion times r¡ras expected over the four

trials of the familiarization phase because muJ-tip1y

handicapped persons in previous studies have demonstrated

habituation when they s¡ere repeatedly exposed a visual
stinrulus (e"9", Berkson, 1966; Kel-man & Whiteley, 1986t

Switzky et a1", L979; Rahman, 1988) "

Hypothesis 2

During the test phase of discrimination problems,

subjects krere expected to look longer at the novel

expression than the familiar expression, irnplying that they

could discriminate between happy and surprÍse. This outcome

was predícted on the basis of Rahnan¡s (1988) finding, using

a habítuation-dishabituation procedure, that nultiply
handicapped subjects could perceive differences between

happy and surprise"

Hlpothesis 3

During the test, phase of categorj-zation problems,

subjects were expected to look longer at the novel

expression than the faniliar expression, inplying that they

could categoríze happy and surprísed expressions. This

hlpothesis was based on research by Caron et al " (J-982) in
whích they found that 75å of 7-month-ol-d infants | 362 of the
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5"5-month-o1d-infants, and L9Z of the 4-month-old infants
were able to categorize happy and surprise expressions. The

inultiply handicapped subj ects ín the present study v/ere

expected to be functioning at mental agies ranging from

approximately 2 to L2 months.

Hypothesis 4

A positive correlation was expected between mental age

and novelty preference scores" Infant research indicates
that discrimination of facial expressions is achieved as

early as 3 months of age. For example, Barrera and Maurer

(1981) found that infants can discriminate between happy and

sad expressions at 3 months of age. On the other hand,

categorization of facial expressions is achieved around 7

months of age. For example, Caron et aI" (1982) found that
7-month-o1d infants could categorize happy and surprised.

expressions. Nelson (1987) concluded that infants can

discriminate between two expressions at 3 months of age and

categorize facial elryressions by 7 nonths of age.

Hypothesis 5

Subjects who categorized happy and surprised facial
expressions rl.lere also expected to discriurinat,e between these

two expressions. On the other hand, subjects who failed to

discriruinate between happy and surpríse hrere expected to
fail to categorize these expressions. This hlpothesis was

based on the observation that discrímination of expressions
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prece,des categorization in normal infant development,

suggesting that it is a precursor to categorízat,ion"
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Method

Subj ects

SubjecLs in this study vrere 14 multiply handicapped

residents of the St" Amant Centre in Winnipeg. Four

participants ri/ere males, and ten were females" Their

chronological agies rang'ed from 5"8 years to 35.2 years, with

a median age of J-4"2 years (see Table 1).

The subject selection process r¡ras a lengthy one"

Initíal1y, the i-nvestigator visited the wards and talked

with the head nurses to collect the names of potential

subjects who were nonambulatory, severely or profoundly

rnentally retarded, and who were not seriously visually

impaired" Thirty names were collected, and these were

provided to the Psychology Research Coordínator at the

institution" She sent letters to their parents or legal

guardians, asking for consent to a1low their son or daughter

to participate in the research project. A second letter was

sent to those who failed to reply to the initial letter"

The tetter consisted of general ínformation about the

objectives, procedures, and potential benefits of the

research program at the institution; an information sheet

about the nature of this research project, and a consent

form to be returned to the Psychology Research Coordinator

(see Appendix A) " Seventeen parents gave theír consent.
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Table l-

Subject Characteristics

Subj ect Sex cAa MAb BRSC VFBd

1

2

J

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

T2

13e

14r

F

M

M

M

F

F

F

F

F

M

F

F

F

F

13"8

12.1

6"8

2L"9

16 "7

14"0

24"4

7.t

15.5

5.8

14"9

6.5

35 "2

14"5

6.5

2"O

4"7

4"7

4"7

2"5

2.7

4"7

4"O

5.0

4"5

5.3

*

3"5

76

26

56

56

54

31

34

54

48

61

52

65

&

42

7

6

(]

5

6

7

5

7

6

5

5

7

*

6

a
b

E

f

CA = Chronologíca1 age in years"
MA = Mental age eguivalents in months.
BRS = Bayley Sca1es of Infant Development (Menta1 Scale)

ral,v score "

VFB = Number of items passed on the Bayley Menta1
Scale requiring visual fixation"

Bayley test was not administered to this subject"
Bayley scores from test given to this subject at B years
of age.
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The remaining parents did not repIy" It v¡as possj-ble to

test L4 of these 17 subjects. Three subjects could not be

tested for the following reasons: one subject kept her eyes

closed most of the tiine; one subject could not look at the

stirnuli because his head was tilted backward so that the

stirnuli were not in his visual field; and one subject

started crying in the second session"

Developmental Assessments

The Bayley scales of Mental Development (Bayleyt :-969ì

Whiteley & Krenn, 1986) were administered individually to L2

subjects several months after novelty preference testing had

been completed. Testing was stopped when a subject faiLed

t,en consecutive items. Subject 13 was a verbal subject, and

the Bayley Mental Sca1e was not appropriate for her"

Unfortunately, Subject 14 died before the Bayley test was

admínist,ered" A Bayley score obtained when she was eight
years o1d was used as ttre best available information on her

level of functioning" Thus, Bayley rar{.scores (BRS) and

corresponding mental ages (I{A) v¡ere obtained for 13 subj ects

(see Table 1) " For subjects given the test, mental ag'es

ranged from 2 months to 6"5 months (mean MA = 4"2 months) 
"

Àbility to fixate visually was assessed by usíng a set

of test items reguiring visual fixation from the Bay1ey

MenLaI Scales (see Table 2) " The number of these items
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Tabl-e 2

Visual Fixation Test Items from the Mental Sca1e

of the Bayley Scales of Infant Development

Item Number Item Description

5

6

7

19

20

34

37

45

46

Momentary regard of red ring
Regards person momentarily

Prolonged regard of red ring
Turns eyes to red ring

Turns eyes to light
Glances from one object to another

Reaches for dangling ring
Inspects own hands

Closes on dangling ring
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passed by individual- subjects ranged from 5 to I
(see Table 1) " These scores indicate that subjects Ì,üere

suitable for Lhe visual preference test used in this study

because they could visually fixate.
In addition to the Bayley assessments, a checklist was

developed using items from the Minnesota Developmental

Programmincr Svstem (L975) and Bruininks, Woodcock,

Weatherman, and Hill's (1984), Scales of Independent

Behavior. In total, there were 73 items describing the

following' areas of behavior: (1) gross motor development,

(2) fine motor development, (3) eating, (4) dressing,

(5) grooming, (6) toileting, (7) receptive langi'uage, (8)

expressíve languâgê, and (9) social interaction" The items

and. instructions gíven to raters are presented. in Append.ix

B. The checklist was completed for each subject by a

registered nurse faníliar with the individual"
The nunber of items passed. and the highest, item passed

by each subject for each of the nj-ne subscales, along with
the total number of items passed on all subscales, are

presented in Table 3. A brief description of the 1eveI of

functioning of each subject based on the developmental



Table 3

Irlumber of Ib.ems Passed and Hiqhest It.em passed (j-n parentheses) bv Each Subiect

Subj ect

GM

2 (3)
'l l'7 )

3 {3)

2 \3)
213)

1(1)

213)

2 12)

6 (10 )

10 {10)

1{1)

1(1)

2t_11

2 t3t

FM

9

10

11

I2

1i
1l

212t

3(3)

2 \2t
3 (3)

0(0)

4 l4)
3(4)

4 (4)

3(3)

4 (4)

2 tzl
0(0)

3(4)

2 t3)

Scale

ot /,

6(7t

2 (3)

3 {3)

2 t2t
2 \2t
2 (2t

2l2l
3(6)

3(3)

2 t2)

1(1)

4t4)

2 tzl

Notes. GM = Gross Mot.or development; FM =

ET = Ea[ing; DR = Dressing; GR = Groominçl

RL = RecepLive Languaqe; EL = Expressive
SI = Social Interaction; and Total = t.ota

1 (1)

1(1)

0(0)

L (2)

1(1)

1(1)

2 (2)

0(0)

7 t2)
0(0)

1(1)

0(0)

1(1)

1(1)

212)

1(1)

0(0)

2 (2)

1(1)

3(3)

212)

0(0)

0(0)

0(0)

1(1)

0(01

4(4t

2 (2)

TO

3 (3)

2(3)

0(0)

4 (6)

7 ('1t

213)

0(0)

0(0)

3 (3)

0{0)

0(0)

0(0)

0(0)

213\

RL

9(10) s(e)

0(0) 0(0)

1(1) 1(1)

9 (:L2J 2 (2)

11(11) 2tzt
3(3) 1(1)

6(12) 0(0)

212) 0(0)

l(12) 212)

1(1) 0(0)

3(-1 I 1(1)

100,2) 8{g)

ó(12) eig)
9(72t i(1i

EL

11(11) 47

0(0) 20

2(8) 11

11(12) 3't

10 (12) 36

3(3) 20

3 (3) 20

J\)t

3{6) 24

3t?) 2r

3(3) 14

10(12) 30

8(10) 3ó

9 t9) 32

Tot a1

Fine Motor development.;

; TO = Toj-leL.ing;

Language;

I number of items passed
hd
0)
o
H.
p,
H
rd

13
FJ

o
m
LN

H.
o'Þ¡\)
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checklist can be found in Tabl-e 4" In qeneral, subjects

were more capable in the areas of receptive language and

social interaction" Whereas, they did poorly in expressive

language, gross motor, fine motor, eating, dressing,

grooming, and toilet training"

Medical Diaqnoses

Med.ica1 diagnoses and histories for the L4 subjects are
presented in Table 4" From this table it can be seen that
the predominant diagnoses were severe (N : 8) and profound

(N : 3) mental retardation" The l-evel of retardation of the
remaining three subjects (5, 12, and 13) was not specifj-ed
in medical records" Subject 5 had an MA of 4.7 months,

Subject L2 had an MA of 5"3 months, and Subject 13 was not
test,ed. Their total deveJ-opmental checklist scores T¡rere 36,

30, and 36, respectively" These scores vrere above the mean

of 25, but within the range of 11 to 41 found. for this group

of subjects" This information suggests that these subjects
TÁrere functioning at the same 1evel as the other subjects in
the study. Thus, theír Ievel of retardation is estimated to
be in the severe to profound range"

In addition to mental retardation, eight, subjects had a

seizure disorder. Other medical problems were present for
several individuals" Most of their medical histories
included a premature or traumatic birth process and prenatal
or neonatal complicat,ions " Developmental problems j-ncluded

feeding problems, respiratory distress, irritability, low



Table 4

Medical Diagnosis. Medical Historv. and Assessments of Motor. Sensorv.

and Level of Functionine for each Subiect

Subj ect Subj ect
Nlumber Code

TH

Diagnos i s"

Severe
mental
retardat ion.

JK Severe
mental
refardat ion;
recurrent.
sinusit is.

Medical Hì-storyu

Born at 33 v¡eeks
gestation to a
severely toxemic
mother by cesarean
section¡ developed
Hyal ine
t'fembrane disease
and oLher neonatal
complications.

Born after a normal
pregnancy
and deliveri, to a
young mother;
dysmorphism vras
noticed at birth;
agenesis of corpus
callosum on CT scan,'
had feeding problem,
apnea, pneumonia.

I'1ot or"

Spastic
quadripare -
sis.

Sensoryo

Pupils are
equaì- and
reacLive to
lighL; has
normal fix
and follotv;
hear i ng
clinicall¡,
intact .

Did noE
have optic
nerve
h1,pop1as ia,
but has
poor visual
aEtent iveness
can fix
occasionally.

Spas t ic
quadripar-
es is ; has
some fine
motor aÌ¡i1i-
t ies.

Functioningo

Can folLot.¡ simple
instructionsr greets
others upon meet.ing;
can say last name,'
reach and grasps
obj ects; cân/ t pick
up smalI objects
vrith thumb & fíngers.

Does not respond
to calling b.',
name or to
touching; no
gestures Lo
get. attention;
can grasp
objecus.

(TabLe 4 cont-inues)

È
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Subj ect Subj ect
Number Code

DL Severe
mental
reLardat ion;
Cerebral pa1sy.

Diagnos isu

DF Primary
microcephaly;
severe mental
retardat ion;
se i zure
disorder.

Medical History"

He was born at 28 weeks
gestat.ion; he required
resuscitation at birLh;
he rvas ventilated for
2 weeks and was on
oxygen t.herapy until 6

weeks of age¡ he had
moderate to severe
respiratory disL.ress
syndrome.

His mot.her
experienced
spont aneous
onset of labour
at. 38 weeks; no
abnormalities v¡ere
detected oEher than
a smal1 head circum-
f erence; at l-2 mos
he uas spastic.

Difficult breach
deIi..'ery after a
normal fuLl Lerm;
seizure after
L{ -tsL.

respirat.orl,
difficult ies.

RL Encephalo-
^âtsL./ bJiLhvqq¡¡f
microcephaly;
Cerebral
n¡lqr¡.vsr uj

Mot or"

Spastic
quadripleg ia.

Sens oryu

Hearing is
normal; pupils
are equal and
reacti-ve to
1iqht.

spasL ic
quadripare-
sis; mulfi-
p1e skeleLal
deformiLies.

Funct.ioningo

Visual ly
respons ive ;
hearing
normal.

Turns head Lorvards
sound; inLeracts
with ocher persons;
makes gestures for
at.Lention; can
reach and grasp by
hand but not by
fingers and chumb.

Responds t o
non-verbal
communication;
greets others;
responds by
shaking head;
can use boLh arms
t o handle obj ecLs ,

but can't use
thumb and
fingers to pick up
small objeccs.

Responds to
nonverbal-
commun icat- ions;
greets others
upon meeting;
shakes head in
response to
simple questions;
can'f reach
or qrasp objects.

(Tabl-e 4 cont inues )

Spast ic
quadriple-

Vision and
hearing
clinically
i-ntacL .

È(¡



Subject Subject
lrlumber Code

CS Severe mental
retardaL ion;
s e izure
disorder ¡

s igni ficant
sco I ios is ;
microcephal-y,'
di f fuse
cort icoret icu lar
dys funct ion.

Diagnos iso

KD Profound mental
reLardat ion;
seizure disor-
der; neurogenic
bladder;
decubitus
ulcer over
coccyx.

Medical History"

Her mother experien-
ced intermittent
bleeding during
the lasc trimester
of pregnancy;
mild jaundice in
Lhe neonatal period.

YR Severe mental
retardat ion;
seizure
disorder;
int esc inal
neuronal
dysplas ia;
failure to
thrive.

Mot oro

Her problems seem
to be related to
prematurity as she
r¡as born at 30 r¿eeks
gest,ation and developed
kernicterous; her birLh
vreight vras 3 1bs, B ozs¡
suffered from
hyperbi I irubinemia,
r,¡hich led to kernicceric
brain damage.

She \^/as born at 39
r.¡eeks gestaLÍon via
cesarean secLion due
to an intra-uterine
gronth retardation
and poor prenat.al
scoring; at 9 months
of age she had symmetri-
ca1 grourth delay with
head circumference,
rveight and length al1
belorv t.he 5th percen-
tj-le; her course had
been that of repea[ed
admissions in
relat ion L.o severe
dehydrat ion .

Spastic
quadripare-
s is .

Sensory6

Pupils are egual
and reactive to
lighti can fix
and follorv; has
exotropia of
left eye;
left ear normal;
tympanogram on
the righc ear
sholed a
hypermobile
tympanic
membrane.

Hearing and
vision clinica-
I1y intact,'
pupils are equal
and reactive to
lighc; can fix
and follor.r r,¡ith
normal ocular
movement.

According co
brain stem
audiomet r¡z ,
her hearing
is normal;
her e¡zes are
normal r,¡ith
pers isEent
squinL; both
pupils converge;
briefly fixes
and f ol lorvs .

Spast ic
quadriplegia.

FuncLioningo

Responds to social
interaction by bri-ef
eye contacL;
makes gesLures
for attention;
can use thumb
and fingers to
pick up small
objects.

De lai's6
motor
ski11s.

Responds to nonverbaf
communicationi can
follorv a person rvith
eyes; can'L make
gestures for
attention; can pick
up smal1 objects b;'
thumb and finger.

Responds vrhen calLed
by name; can pla¡'
r,rl-t.h toi, alone for
brie I periods;
doesn't make sounds
or gestures to get
attention; can pick
up smal-I objeccs b,"
thumb and fingers.

(Tab1e 4 continues)
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Subj ecL Subject
I{umber Code

KN Severe mental
retardat ion,'
seizure
disorder,.
recurrent.
pharyngitis.

Diagnos is"

10 RÀ Severe mental
retardat ion;
seizure
disorder.

Medical History"

she rvas born with
forcep assisted
delivery through
meconium; in first
two days of her life
she was irritable, and
then became very quiet¡
she was found normal
up to six months of age
and then was found to
have delayed motor
development and
reduced interaction.

cesarean birth;
poor prenatal care;
stormy postnatal
course associated
ç'iLh moderate RDs
requiring ventila-
t ion for 4 days,
aphyxia, hypogly-
cemia associated
rvith seizures and
Grade 1 intra-
ventricular hemorrage;
chromosomes & meta-
bolic screens t{ere
normal.

She rvas born at term
after an uncomplicared
pregnancy; had
encephalitis at i.2
months; had severe,
conE inuous
seizures, and had
respiratory compromise
requiring mechanical
ventilat ion.

11 sB Profound menLal
retardat ion;
seizure
disorder.

Mo t orâ

Þfj. 1d spastic
quadripare-
sis,' prog-
ressive
scollosis.

Sensory"

Pupils are
equal and
reactive to
1 ight ;
divergenb
gaze; vision
fixes briefly
rvith poor
f ollor^ring.

Functioningo

Responds to smiling;
can identify friends
from strangers; can
use both hands Lo
handle objects bu[
can't use thumb
and fingers to pick
up small objects bv
thumb and fingers.

Pupils equal
and reactive
to light;
fixing and
follorving
observed;
vi.sual fields
seemed intact;
hearing clini-
calIy intact.

Spast ic
quadr i- pare -
sis; osteop-
enia; Iimited
motion of
1ot,er
ext remi t i es t
scoliosis.

Turns head tovrards
sound; can spend
some time ru'it.h one
or tr.Jo persons/'
doesn't make sound
or gestures to geL
at Lent ion ¡ can p j.ck
up sma11 objects bt,
t.humb and iingers.

Pupils are
equal and
reactive to
Light; good
fixing and
f ollorving;
visual field
and hearing
c1 inical ly
intact .

Responds t.o social
interaction by
very brief eye
contact.; makes
gestures for
attention¡ can
reach or grasp
objects, but can't
use both hands.

(Table 4 continues)
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subj ecL Subj ect
I'Jumber Code

1.2 AK

Diagnos ís'

L3

Developmental
delay; severe
perinatal
asphyxia.

Ac l4ental
retardaL ion;
organic Brain
Syndrome.

t'ledical Hiscoryu

1d

Born aL 36 weeks by
cesarian section; her
neonaLal course \.Jas
comp)-icaLed by asphyxia;
she had an interpulmonary
hemorrhage and significant.
neurological abnor-
malities ; developmental
delay vras noLed in the
firsE. 1,q¿¡ of life; viral
infecLions, otitis media
and pneumonia.

Her illness is the
sequela of a presumed
viral encephalitis
r,¡hich resulEed in a
severe organic brain
syndrome; in Oct.ober
1971 she had focal
seizures, hemiplegia
and disorientation;
by 1^975 she lost her
r,rriti.ng ability.

Born to a young
moLher at 28
v¡eeks gestationt
r'ras quj-te fragile
and had recurrent
pneumothoraces
and reguired
assisLed ventilarion
for several r,reeks;
congestive hearc
fai. Iure, sej-zures
and apnea.

DK Profound
mental retar-
datat ion;
cerebral
pa1sy,'
Inacc ive
Sei zure
disorder.

I'lotoru

"From medi-cal records of the St. Amant Cent.re
bBased on Developmental Checklist.

Spastic
quadripare-
sis.

Sensor¡l^

Pupils are equal
and reactive to
Iight.; has normal
fix and foIlot.¡;
hear i ng
clinically intact

Spastic
quadripleg ia.

Functioningo

Responds t.o
nonverbal
communication;
greets others;
can sa1, last
name; can't reach
grasp.

Vision and
hearing
c1 inical ly
intact .

ïncreas ing
spasticiLy
due Eo
under 1i, ing
cerebral
pals'v.

Responds co non','erbal
communicat ion ¡

ca¡l follorv directions;
can say last name;
picks up sma11 objects
by Lhumb and fingers.

I'fakes e1's
contact and
smi 1es .

Responds Eo nonverbal
communicat ion;
can take turns in a
groupr can name a fet;
familiar oÌ:jects;
can use both hands
to handle objects
buL can't use thumb
and fingers to pick
up small objects.

È
æ
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brain weight, severe dehydration, delayed sensori-motor
development, recurrent pneumothoraces, and congestive heart
failure.

Their motor functioning was impaired by neuromuscular

and structural abnorrnalities, íncluding spastic
quadriparesis, spastic quadriplegia, delayed motor skilIs,
progressive scoliosís, and rrultiple skeletal deformities.
Visual and auditory functioning were normaJ. for mosL

subjects" They could visually fixate and. fo1Iow, and were

reactive to sound" AII but one subject was nonverbal"
Stimuli and Apparatus

Test st,irnuli were colored slides of happy and surprised
facial expressions, posed by 6 adult female models. The

size of the projected faces was approximately 22 cn high by

16 cm wide. Twelve female mod,els r{ere shown the Izard
(1971) standarized photographs of happy and surprised
ex¡rressions along with the description of facial features of
the different face regíons" Each mod.el was asked to produce

poses of each facía1 e>rpression four times" Photographs of
each pose were taken" The researcher evaluated these
pictures using Izard0s criteria, and found that ten models

had produced poses of both happy and surprised expressions.
The two best poses of each expression for these models were

selected by the experimenter.
Four judges qrere then employed. to rate the degree of

closeness of these poses to Izard¡s (1971) standardj-zed
photographs" Instructions given to the judges can be found

in Appendix C" These judges $¡ere all graduate students in
the Department of Psychology at the University of Manitoba.
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Judges were asked to j-ndicate, for each pose of each rnodel,

whether or not it matched the five facial features described
by Izard (1971). And finally, judges $¡ere asked. to give
their overall judgment about each pose on a S-point scale,
expressing to what ext.ent a given pose matched fzardrs
description of the ex¡rression. Six models received. a mean

rating of 3"5 or above for both a happy and a surprísed
pose. The highest rated happy and surprised. facial
expressions for these models nere selected as stirnuri. The

mean overall ratings of these poses ranged from 3.S to 5"

The pictures used in the stud.y are presented in Append.ix D"

The stimulus display (see Figrure 1) consisted of two
projection screens (22 cm x 27 cm) positioned. 35 cm apart.
A pronpt, Iight,, consistíng of two orang'e bulbs, was located
behind a third screen that, was centered between the
projection screens" These screens v¡ere on a white display
board (120 cm x 120 cn), nounted on a table. A lS-watt
florescent light was mounted horizontarly above the screens
to provide light, for the video camera. There !¡as a círcular
opening above the prompt light to arlow the vídeo camera to
view the subjectrs face" A black cloth extended. from this
opening to the lens of the camera to block the subjectrs
view of the camera. In order to block the subjectts
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OPEl{IIdG FOR \rIDEO CAMER.A' FI.OÛRESCENT LIGI{T

SCREEN

PROMT{I LÏGHT

Fícrure L. A schematic

stimulus display"

SCREEN

diagram of the front view of the
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view of the experirnenter and apparatus, two screens v/ere

attached to the right and left sj-des of the table, and a
white cloth was draped in front of the table" The stirnuli
were rear projected by two Kodak Carousel- 800 projectors"
The screens hrere at the subjecL¡s eye Ieve1. A time base,

counting L/3}trh of a second, r¡¡as superimposed on the video
tape " El-ectromechanical eguipment was used for tj-ning the
stirnulus presentations "

Procedure

Subjects were tested individually, sitting in their
wheelchairs" They T¡tere brought to the testing room, where

they were placed facing the projection screens" The eyes of
the subjects r¡rere about 1 m from the screen. After placing
the subjects, the ex¡lerimenter turned off the overhead

light,s in the room and stood behind the screen by the side
of the camera. Each of the experimental sessions was

record.ed. by the video camera. The camera was adjusted
cont,inuously so that, the subject¡s whole face remained

visíbIe" The light and sound leveI of the experímental room

was held constant across all subjects and sessions.
The experimenter initiated a tríal by repeatedly

pressing a button to cause the cue light to blink on and

off. When the subject oriented towards the cue Iight, the
experimenter turned off the cue light and presented a paír
of slides" The duration of slide presentations was 30 s for
each familiarization trial, and 10 s for each test triaI"
At the end of these intervals, the timer advanced the
projector to present two blank slides. After each trial,
the experimenter immediateJy presented the blinking cue
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light again; and as soon as the subject oriented to the
light, the experimenter presented the slides for the next
trial" During the familiarization phase, subjects v¡ere

presented with identical pictures on both screens" But

during the test phase, subjects vrere presented with a

familiar stimulus on one screen and a novel stimulus on the
other screen"

Each subject participated in four sessions. There vrere

a minimum of 24 h between sessions. Each session consisted
of one categorization and one discrirnination problem" Each

experimental problem had two phases -- a familiarizatíon
phase and a test phase" Each famíliarization phase

consisted of four trials, and each test phase consisted of
two trials" Tab1e 5 illustrates a session in which the
categorizatíon problem came first and discrininatíon problem

came next. Table 6 íllustrates a session with the reverse
order of the two tlpes of problems.
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Tab1e 5

Stimulus Arrançrements for a Session in which a

Catecrorization Problem is Foll-owed by a Discrimination
Problem

54

Problem Phasea Trial uodelb stimulusc

Categorization Famil I
2

3

4

I
2

3

4

E]--El-

E1-81

E1-EI

E1_E1

Test 5

5

5

6

E1.E2

E2-81

Discrimination Famil 7

ö

9

10

6

6

6

6

E1-81

E1-81

E1-81

E1-E1

Test, E1-82

E2-El

a Famil and Test refer to familíarization and test phases

of a problem"
b 1 to 6 represent faces of 6 different mod.e1s.

c El or E2 represent the type of expression on left and

ríght screens"

11

L2

6

6
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Table 6

Stimulus .A,rranqements for a Session in which a

Discrimination Problem is Followed by a Categorization
Probl-em

55

Problem Phasea Trial ¡nodelb Stimulusc

Discrimination FamiI 1

2

3

I
1

l_

1

E1-81

E1-EI
E1-81

E1-E1

Test 5

6

E1-82

E2-E1

Categorization Famil 7

8

9

10

I
2

3

4

E]--E1

E1-81

EI-E1

E1-81

Test 11

L2

5

5

E1-82

E2-81

a Fanil and Test refer to familiarization and test phases

of a problem"
b 1 to 6 represent faces of 6 d.ifferent models.
c El or E2 represent the type of expression on left and

right screens.
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fn the familiarization phase of the cateqorízation
problem, each subject was presented with the same facial-

expressíon posed by four of the models" In the test phase

of the categorization problern, subjects were presented with

two test trials" On each test trial, the familiar
expression posed by a fifth model was presented on one

screeni and the novel expression posed by this model was

presented on the other screen. The posit.ion of the happy

and surprised expressions on Trial 1 was reversed on Trial
2. In the familiarization phase of the discrimination
problem, each subject was presented with the same facial
expression posed by the sixth model- on both screens for four
trials" fn the test phase of this problem, the familiar and

novel ex¡lressions posed by this model were present,ed to the

subjects. Again the position of the familíar and novel

expressions krere count,erbalanced. across the two trials.
Different nodels were used for the four discrimination

problems" These models were randomly selected without

replacenent for each subject" After selecting the model for
the discrininatÍon problem, the remaining five models $rere

assígned rand.omly to the farnilíarizatíon and test trials of

the categorization problem"

Each subject participated in four sessíons. Seven

subjects received. happy as the familiarized expression Ín

the first session, surpríse in the second session, happy in
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the third sessi-on, and surprise in the fourth session

(HSHS) " The other seven subjects received the reverse order

of presentation (SHSH) " Three subjects ín the HSHS and 3

subjects in the SHSH groups received the discrimination
problem (D) first in Sessions 1 and 2, and the

categorization problem (C) first in Sessions 3 and 4" This

r,sas caIled the DDCC order" Four subjects in the HSHS and 4

subjects in the SHSH group received the reverse order of
presentation of the first problem (CCDD) " Thus, the order

of presentation of these two problems within a session hras

counterbalanced over the four sessions for each subject"

There was no delay interval between the two problems ín a

session" The assiginment of subjects to various experj-mental

groups (HSHS vs" SHSH e>çression order, and DDCC vs" CCDD

problem order), and the random assignment of models to
faniliarization and test trials is presented in Table 18,

Appendix E" Thís table also shows the position of the novel_

st,imulus on each test trial.
A session was discontinued and readministered later (a)

if more than four minut,es passed between two tríaIs due to
difficulty in orj-enting the subject to the screeni (b) if
the subject cried or fell asleep; or (c) if any other event

disrupted the experimental session" Out of the 56 sessions

for the 14 subjects, nine sessions r¡rere repeated. Seven

sessions were repeated following equipment malfunctions or
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experimenter error--one session for Subjects 3, 10, and L3,

and two sessions for Subjects I and 14" In the case of

Subject 2, Session 2 \^ras terminated as the subject was very

active and did not l-ook at the projection screens. The use

of the prompt liqht appeared to be conLributing to his

avoidance behavior, so he was tested without the prompt

Iight, starting from Session 2" For Subject 3, Session 1 was

repeated because he did not look at the stimuli during most

of the trials of the first attempt to test him"
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Results

Coding Visual Fixat.ions

Subjects¡ total visual fixation time to right and left
stimuli h¡ere coded from videot,apes using. two millisecond

timers " The timers T¡rere activated us j-ng two t.oggle

switches. An observer operated one switch to record

fj-xations on the J.eft stimulus, and operated the other

swit,ch to record f ixations on the right st,imulus " Fixations

were scored following the giuid.elines presented in Appendix

F, which T¡¡ere used successfully in Rahman¡s (1988) study.

Interobserver Reliabilitv
Iwo observers coded the videotapes for one randomly

selected session per subject. Pearson prod.uct-moment

correlation coefficients hrere calculated, using total
fixation tímes, for each of the four faniliarization trials,
and for the first and second problen within a session"

These r values are shown in Table 7" The mean r value was

" 88. In addit.ion, novelty preference scores q¡ere calculated

from the two observerst codíngs of the test phase data for
these sessíons. The Pearson product-moment correlation

coefficients T^rere "73 and "74 for the first and second

problem, respect,ively.
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Table 7

Pearson Product-Moment Correlations for Total Fixatíon Times

Scored by Two Observers

Trial
Problem

.74

"95

"85

"92

"89

"92

"90

"89
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Familiarization Phase

Total fixation Lime was calcul-ated for each trial- for
each subject by summing total fixation tine on the left
stimulus and total fixation time on the right stímulus. The

data set is shown in Appendix I, Table 2L These scores

v¡ere transformed using logl.X+l to normalize their

distribution" Analyses of variance v¡ere conducted to

examine whether familíarization phase performance \,'ras

influenced by several variables, including trials, sessions,

and type of problem" The BMDP program 5V (Dixon, 1990) was

used to carry out analyses of variance. This program

analyzes repeated measures and factorial designs when there

is nissj-ng d.atar âs there are in this data set. The 5V

program provides a Wald test of significance of fixed

effects based on a Chi-sguare distribution"

Table 8 presents the results of a 2 x 4 x 2 x 4

factorial analysis of variance on faniliarizaton phase data.

The three repeated measures variables T¡rere session (1 to 4),

type of problem (díscrimínation vs. categorízation), and

trial (1 to 4) " The between group variable was problem

order (CCDD vs. DDCC). Hypothesis I predicted a decline in

fixation times over familiarization trials. A significant

main effect was obtained for trials. Mean fixation times

were: Tria1 I = 10.84 s, Trial ) - 9.04 s, Trial J = 9.28 s/

and Trial Q = 9"6I s.
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Table B

Summarv of Analvsis of Variance of Familiarization phase

Data Involvinq Problem order. Session, Type of Prob1em, and

Tríats

TEST DF CHI-SQUARE P.VALUE

oRDER (O)

SESSTONS (S)

TYPE OF PROBLEM

TRTALS (T)

OXS

oxP
SXP

oxT
SXT

PXT
oxsxP
OXSXT

OXPXT

SXPXT

OXSXPXT

1

3

2 "06

L9 "82

o. 00

l_5.95

8.31

o.22

3.27

1.84

11. 16

0.35

17.50

6.34

2"65

6. 03

8.94

0. 152

0. 000

0"956

0. 001-

0. 040

0"638

o. 351

0"606

o "265

0"950

0"001

0.705

o"448

o "737

o.443

(P) 1

3

3

1

J

3

9

3

J

9

3

9

9

Note. Order : Problem order (DDCC vs" CCDD) "
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A significant effect for session was also found. The

mean total fixat.íon times for sessj-ons 1to 4 were LO"29 s,

J-0.70 s, 8.55 s, and 9"13 s, respectively" There v¡ere

significant Problem Order x Session and Problem Order x

Session x Type of Problem interactions. To examine the

three-way interaction, thro analyses of variance h¡ere carried

out at each leve1 of problem order r¡¡ith session and trials
as repeated measures variables. Resul-ts of these analyses

are presented in Table 9 and Table 10" There was a

significant main effect for Sessions for both problem

orders" But the Session x Type of Problem ínteraction was

significant only for the DDCC condition.
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Tab1e 9

Summarv of Analysis of Variance of FamÍliarization phase

Data Involving Session, Tlrpe of Problem, and Trials for
Problern Order CCDD

TEST DF CHI-SQUARE P-VALUE

64

SESSTON (S)

TYPE OF PROBLEM (P)

TRTALS (T)

sxP
sxT
PXT

SXPXT

J

I

3

3

9

3

9

10"09

0.15

11. 00

s"33

4 "29

2 "52

4 "55

0. 018

0.701

0"012

0. 149

o.892

o"472

0.871
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Table 10

Summary of Analvsís of Varíance of Familiarj-zation Phase

Data Involving Session, Tlrpe of Problem, and Trials for

Problem Order DDCC

TEST DF CHI-SQUARE P-VALUE

65

SESSTON (S)

TYPE OF PROBLEM (P)

TRTALS (T)

SXP

SXT

PXT

SXPXT

3

t
3

3

9

3

9

18. BO

0"09

7 "56

ls"89

13"57

0"66

LO"74

0"000

0"768

0"056

0"001

0"138

0"883

o "294
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The means invol-ved in the Session x Type of Problem

interaction found for the DDCC probi-em order are shown in

Fígure 2" Figure 2 shows that in the DDcc problem order,

fixation times tended to increase over the first three

sessions for the categ'orization problems and decrease for

discrimination problems 
"

Another analysis was conducted on the familiarization
phase data with expression order (EXPORD: HSHS vs" SHSH) as

the between subjects variable" The within subjects

variables were session (1 to 4), type of problem

(discrimínation vs. categ,orizatíon), and trÍals (1 to  ).
The results of this analysis are presented in Table 11" In

addition to the significant main effect for t,rials and

session, the Ex¡lression Order x Session, and the Expression

Order x Trials interact,ions r¡rere signif icant "

Figtrre 3 illustrates the Expression Order x Session

interaction. Fixation times for expression order HSHS were

higher for Sessions 2 and 4r âs compared to Sessions 1 and

3 " In other v¡ords, f ixations vrere longer for the surprise

sti¡nulus than the happy stimulus in the HSHS order" The

fixat,íon times of subjects in the SHSH expression order

gradually declined from Session 1 to Session 4"
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Table 11

Summarv of Ä.nalvsis of Variance of Famíliarization Phase

Data Involving Expression order, Session. Tlrpe of Problem.

and Tríals

TEST CHÏ-SQUARE P-VALUEDF

EXPORD (E)

sEssroNS (s)

TYPE OF PROBLEM (P)

TRTALS (T)

EXS
EXP
sxP
EXT
SXT
PXT
EXSXP
EXSXT
EXPXT
SXPXT
EXSXPXT

1

3

I
3

3

1

3

3

9

3

3

9

3

9

9

0"81

19.84

0"02

17"18

4L"93

0"13

2.26

8"19

10"51

o.7 6

o. o6

5. O8

2.27

5. 63

6 "2L

o "367

0"000

0.881

0.001

0"000

0"715

0"521

o "o42
0.311

0"859

0"996

0"828

0"518

o"776

o "7l-9

Note" EXPORD = Expressíon order (HSHS vs. SHSH) "
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2

Session

Ficrure 3 " Visual fixation times for each

HSHS and SHSH condítions"
session for the
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Figure 4 il-lustrates the Expression Order x Trial
j-nteraction. For the HSHS condition, fixation times

decl-ined from Trial 1 to Trial 2i whereas for the SHSH

condition, they remained stable over the 4 trials"
Fixation times were longer in the HSHS condj-tion than the

HSHS condition. But this difference declined over trials.
Test Phase

The total fixation times for the novel expression were

summed over the two trials of each test phase. Sinilarly,
the total fixation times for the familiar expression were

summed over the two trials of each test phase. A novelty
preference score (NP) r¡ras calculated for each problern by

dividing the total fixation time for the novel expression
(N) by the total fixation time for both the familiar
expression (F) and novel expression (N) (cf., Ellis & Boyd,

L982; Shepherd & Fagan, 1980) "

NP= N
-ñÍ+F

A novelty preference score of "50 indicated equal fixatj-on
tines on novel and familiar stimuli duríng the test trials.
A score above "50 indicated that subjects looked longer at
the novel expression than the famíliar expression; and.

a score below .5o i-ndicated that they looked longer at the
faniliar stimulus than the novel stimulus" The novelty
preference scores are shown in Appendix G, Table 19"
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Mean novelty preference scores were tested to determj-ne

if they differed signifícantly from "50 using 2-tailed t-
tests (cf ", Shepherd & Fagan, 1981; El-Iis & Boyd, 1982) "

The overall mean novelty preference score for both

discrimination and categorization problems for all 14

subjects was .58. The t-test revealed that this value was

significantly above "50, t(13) = 3.O7 r P = "008, indicating
that subjects looked longer at the novel expression than the
familiar expressj-on" In add.ition, the mean novelty
preference scores for díscrimination and categorization
problems rrere examined separately to test Hlpotheses 2 and

3, whích stated that, subjects would look longer at the novel

expression in both díscrj-mination and categorization
problems. The mean novelty preference in the discrimination
problems of .60 was significantly above "50, t(13) = 3.53,
p = .oo3; whereas, the mean novelty preference score for the
cat,egorizat,ion problems of .55 was not significantly above

"50, t(13) = I"67, P = "11. Thusr a novelty preference was

found for discrinination problems but not cat,egorízation
problems 

"

Subject, 7 had three missing scores in the

discrininat,ion problem condition, and one missíng score in
the cat,egorization problem condition, Due to the number of
missing scores for this subject, the above analyses were

repeated excluding subjecE 7 " The same ouLcomes were found;

namely, (a) the overall novelty preference of .56 was

significantly greater than "50, L(L2) = 3.30, p - .006; (b)

the mean novelty preference of " 60 in the d.iscrimínation
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condition r,rras significantly greater than "50, t(12) : 3"L4 1

p - "008; and (c) the mean novelty preference of "53 in the

categorization condition was not significantly greater than

"50, l(fZ1:1"39, Þ: "19.
Analyses of variance h¡ere conducted using BMDP 5V to

examine whether subjectsr novelty preference scores v/ere

influenced by several variables, including type of problem,

session, and familiarized expression. The data set used for
these analyses is presented in Appendix H, Tab1e 20" Data

for Subject 7 were included in these analyses"

In the fj-rst analysis, expression-order (EXPORD: HSHS

vs" SHSH) was ttre between group variabl-e" Type of problem

(discrírnination vs. categorization) and session (1 to 4)

v¡ere wíthin subject variables" Only the session maÍn effect
was significant (see Table 12) " The mean novelty preference
scores for Sessíons I to 4 were "59, .49, "53, and .67,

respectively" Pairv¡ise comparisons using Tukey¡s HSD test
revealed that the novelty preference scores in Session 2

were significantly lower than ín Session 4r HSD = "I7, p :

"05"
In the second analysís of variance of the test phase

data, problem-order (CCDD vs. DDCC) was the between subject
variable, and the within subject, variables k¡ere type of
problem (discrimination vs. categorization), and sessj-on (1

to 4). There were no signíficant effects other than the
main effect for sessions described above (see Table 13) "

In the third analysis, the within subject variables
v¡ere type of problem (discrimination vs" categorization),



type of famil-iar stimulus (happy

(first vs. second). The between
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vs" surprise), and instance
subjects variable was

Each subject received two
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Table L2

Sumrnary of Analysís of Variance of Test Phase Data Involving
Expression Order, Tvpe of Problem. and Sessions

TEST DF CHI-SQUARE P-VALUE

EXPoRD (E)

TYPE OF PROBLEM (P)

SESSTON (s)

EXP
EXS
PXS
EXPXS

1

1

3

1

3

3

3

0"31

r.27
13"36

0"00

3.00

2 "55
L"2T

0"575

o "260
0. 004

o "947
0"391

o"466

0"750

Note. EXPORD = Expression-order (HSHS vs. SHSH).
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Table 13

Summart¿ of Analvsis of Variance of Test Phase Data Tnvolvinq
Probl-em Order, Tvpe of Prob1em, and Session

TEST DF CHI-SQUARE P-VALUE

oRDER (o)

TYPE OF PROBLEM (P)

sEssroN (s)

oxP
oxs
PXS

OXPXS

I
1

3

1

3

3

3

0"35

1" 65

l-4"69

0.03

3"42

2 "86

0"15

0.553

0.200

0"o02

0"853

0"331

0.413

o"985

Note" ORDER = Problern-Order (DDCC vs" CCDD).
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instances of happy and two instances of surprise as the
familiar stimulus" Thus, happy vs" surprise was considered

as one factor, whj-le first vs. second instance was

considered as another factor in this analysis. Table 14

shows that this analysi-s yi-elded no significant main effects
or interactions.
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Table L4

Sunmary of Analysis of Variance of Test phase Data Involving
Type of Problem, Type of Familiar Stimul_us, and Instance

TEST DF CHI-SQUARE P-VALUE

TYPE OF PROBLEM (P)

FAMSTTM (F)

TNSTANCE (r)

PXF

PXI

FXI
PXFXI

1

1

I

I

I

t
I

0"96

1.95

2.4r
0"28

o. 03

0.31

0"39

o.326

0.l-62

0"121

0.596

0.866

o "577
0"534

Notes" Famstim =

Instance = first

famíIiar stimulus (happy vs. surprise);
vs" second occurrence"
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Rel-ations among Measures of Subiect Characteristics and

Measures of Performance on the Visual Recocrnit,ion Task

Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients were

calcul-ated involving four subject characterístics: (a) CA:

chronological age of the subjectst (b) MÃ,: rnental- age of the

subjects deríved from Bayley mental scale performance; (c)

DS: t,otal number of items passed on the developmental

checklist; and (d) VFB: visual fíxation scores from the

Bayley mental scale it.ems reguiring visual fixation.
Outcome measures were five measures of performance on the

visual recognition tasks (a) MNP: mean novelty preference

score, combining both discríninatj-on and categorization
problem condit,ions, (b) MTOTF: mean of the total fixation
times for the four familiarizat,ion trials averaged over the

four sessions, (c) DIS: mean novelty preference score for
discrinination problems, (d) CAT: mean novelty preference

score for the categorízation problems, and. (e) SUCC: number

of successes in discrimination and categorization problems.

Number of successes was defined as the number problems in
which novelty preference scores were above the mean of all
the novelty preference scores in aII sessions for all
subject,s (cf ", Rose & Fe1dman, L987). This score r¡ras "56.

The intercorrelations among' these measures are

presented in Table 15 " Hlpothesis 4 predJ-cted a positive
correlation between mental age and novelty preference
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scores. MA was positively correlated with mean novelty
preference scores on discrimination problerns; but it was not

correlated with mean novelty preference scores, novelty
preference scores on categorization problems, or number of
successes. Subject L4 did not have a current Bayley test
scorer so the correlations involving MA vrere recalculat.ed

after deleting her data. The same correlations were

significant when Subject 14 was onitted from the analysis"
Developmentar checkrist scores v¡ere significantly positivety
correlated with number of successes" cA and Vísual Fixation
scores v/ere not significantly correlated with any of the

measures of task performance"

rntercorrelations of subject charateristic variables
revealed a significant negative correlat,ion between cA and.

visuar fixation scores" cA, ffA, and Developnental checklist
scores were not, significantly correrated with one another.

rntercorrerat,ions of measures of task performance indicated
that, mean novelty preference scores vrere significantly
positively correlated with the other three measures of
novelty preference.

Hlpothesís 5 predicted that subjects who faíIed to
discrininate faciar expressions would arso not, categoríze
them; whereas, subjects who categorized would also

discriminate" This was examíned by testing whether the
subjectsr response patterns followed. a Guttman scale
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(Dunn-Rankin, 1983) " The cut-off poj-nt of .56 vras used to
designate each subject¡s performance on discrimination and

categorizat,ion problems as a success or fail_ure. If a

subjectrs mean novelty preference score for the

discrimination or categ'orization problems was .56 or above,

the subject was assigned a pass on thaL type of problem.

The pass and fail- pattern for each subject for
discrímínation and categorization problems is presented ín
Table 16 " As shown in the sunmary of this d.ata in Table L7 ,

three of fourt,een subjects passed both categorization and

discrimination problems, seven subjects passed

discrimination but failed categorizaLion, and two subjects
faíIed both discríminat,ion and categorizatÍon t,ests. These

twelve subjects were consistent with the expect,ed. pattern.
Two subjects passed the categorization test and faired the
discrimÍnat,ion test,. The coefficient of reproducibility,
which measures degree of rnatchíng with the Guttman scale
patt,ern, !,¡as .86. Dunn-Rankin (1983) suggest that a value
of "93 is reguired to reach a .05 significance lever (Dunn-

Rankin, 1983) " Hence, performance on the discrÍmination and

cat,egorizat,ion tasks used. in this study did not
significantly conform to a Guttman scale patt,ern.



Table 15

Cor¡elatlons Àmong subject characterlstlce and Measures of Performance on the Vlsua1 Recoonltl-on Task

MÀ

DS

MÀ

VFB

MNP

MTOTF

DTS

CAT

VFB

DS

.47

Note. CA = chronologlcaÌ agei Må, = mental_ age derl_ved from Bayley mental scale performance;
Es--l developmenta!. ãUecXtlst score; MNP = mean novelty preference score; MToTF = mean of total flxatlon Elmes;
DIs = mean noveLty preference score for dlscrlnlnation proble.ms;
CÀT = mean novelty preference Ecore for cat,egorlzatlon proble.ms;
vFB = vlsual fixatlon Bcores from the Bayley mental scale lt.ems requlrlng, visual flxatlon;
SUCC = number of eucceggeg.

VFB

-.55*
.21

-.1r

MNP
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24

31

30

MTOTF

-. 05

-.24
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.40
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.08
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Pass and Fail Patterns for Each subiect on Discri¡rination

and Categorization Problems

ÖJ

Subject Discrinination Categorization Error

1

2

J

4

5

6

7

I

9

10

11

l2

13

t4

Pass

Fail
Fail

Pass

Pass

Pass

Fail

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

Faí1

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

Fail

Fail

Fail

Fail

Pass

Fail

Pass

Fail

Fail

Fail

Fail

Pass

0

¿

0

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
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Table 17

!'al_Iure

Categorization
Discrimination

Success Failure

Success

Faí1ure
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Discussion

Hypothesis I predicted that subjects would show a

decline in looking during the familiarization phase. There

!,/as a decline in looking times from Tria1 l- to Trial Z.

Fixation tj-mes increased slightly over Trials Z Eo 4, but

remained below the leveL of Triar 1" The overall decline in
visual fixations over the course of repeated. exposures to
the same stímul-us pattern is consistent with previous

studies of individuals wíth rnultiple handicaps (e"g., Kelman

& Whiteley, 1986; Krenn & Whiteley, I99O; Rahman, IggB;

Shaw, 19BB).

There was also a sígnificant main effect for session

during the faniliarization phase. The fixation times for
Sessions 1 and 2 r¡rere higher than the fixation times for
Sessions 3 and 4. This decline in fixat,ion times over

sessÍons rnÍght be an indÍcat,ion that subjects remembered the

stinuli over the intersession ÍntervaLs. Shaw (1988) also

found a session effect using a paired-comparj-son procedure

with multiply hand.icapped subjects; hovrever in her study,

the mean fixatj-on tiine for session 3 vras significantly lower

than Ín Sessions I and 4. These two studies show carry-over

effects from session to session, suggesting that
intersessi-on intervals longer than 24 hours are needed in
future studies to reduce such effects,
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The session effect must also be viewed in the light of
an interaction among' sessj-on, problem-order, and. type of
problem" Follolnr-up analyses reveal_ed a decl-ine over

sessions for the CCDD conditj-on" However, in the DDCC

condj-tion looking tímes increased over sessions for the

categorization probrems and decreased. over sessions for the

discrimination problems. rn the DDcc condition, fixation
times hrere longer for discrimination than categorization
problems in Sessions 1 and 2; whereas, they were longer for
categorization problems than discrimination problems in
sessíons 3 and 4" subjects in the DDcc cond.ition received
the discrimination problem first and categorizatj-on problem

second in Sessions I and 2; v/hereas in Sessíons 3 and 4,

they received the categorization problen first, and the
discrinination problem second. Thus fixation times hrere

longer during the first problem of each session. such a
resurt suggests a carry-over of habituation from the first
probrem to the second probrem within each session. To guard

against such a carry-over effect, future experiments should

incrude an inter-problem interval. For example, Ludemann

and Nelson (1988) gave infants a l-rninute break between two

problems presented within a session.

An int,eract,ion between expression order and session was

also found for looking tines during the familiarization
phase. rn the HSHS expressj-on order condition, the fixation
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times to the familiar stimurus v¡ere longer ín sessions 2 and

4 (surprised expression) than in Sessions l_ and 3 (happy

expression). So the longer looking in Sessíons 2 and 4

rníght be due to the presentation of the surprise stimulus;
however, this difference was not found in the SHSH

condition. rn Rahmanrs (1988) study no difference was found

between looking times for happy and surprised expressíons

during the habituation phase.

The major purpose of this study was to investj-gate

discrinination and categorization of facÍal expressions by

persons with multiple handicaps" More specifically, the
present study investigated whether they coul-d d.iscrimínate
between facial expressions of happy and surprise when these

expressions T,{ere posed by a single adult, and whether they

courd cat,egorize happy and surprise when they $¡ere posed by

several adults

Hlpothesis 2 predicted that, multiply handicapped

individuals would discriminate betr¡¡een happy and. surprised
expressions. The results of the present, study supported

this hypothesis by showing that subjects 1ooked longer at
the nover expressíon than at the faníriar expression when

they r¡¡ere present,ed with discrirnination problems. In
previous studies it has been found. that rnultiply handicapped

persons can dÍscríminate between facíar and. non-facial
stimuli (shepherd et ê1., L9B4) , between d.ifferent faces
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(Butcher, 1977) , and bet\,¡een happy and surprised facíal_

expressions (Rahman, 1988). The present study confirmed the

findings of Rahman¡s (1988) stud.y using a different
methodologícaI paradig.m; that is, a farnili-arj-zation and

paired-comparison procedure vras employed instead of a fixed-
trial habituation-dÍshabituation procedure.

Hypothesis 3 predicted that individuals with rnultiple
handicaps would categoríze happy and surprised facial
expressions. Novelty preference scores were not

significantly above chance for categorization problems.

Thus, persons with rnultiple handicaps in this study

demonstrated discrimination between happy and surprì-sed

facial expressions, but failed to show evidence of
categorization of these two expressions.

Why did subjects in this study fail to shoh¡ evidence of
categorizatj-on? One exptanation is that they v/ere

funct,ioning below the mental age required for this type of
processing, Studies by Caron et al. (1982), Ne1son et al.
(1979) | and Ludemann and Nelson (1988) have shown that
infant.s demonstrate evidence of categorization between two

facial expressions at abouÈ 7 months of age. The mental

agies of subj ects in this study ranged frorn 2 months to 6 . 5

months. In order to examine this interpretation, a future
study could be undertaken with rnultiply handicapped persons

having mental ages rangíng from 4 months to 12 months.
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Subjects with MAs above 7 months woul-d be expected to
cat,egorize expressions; whereas, subjects below 7 months

should discriminate but not categorize expressions.

The relevance of MA to the discrinination of facial
expressions is demonstrated ín the present, study by the
positive correlation between MA and novelty preference

scores for discrimination problems. Rahman (1988) reported

a positive correlation between amount of dishabituation to a

change in expression and Bayley raw scores" These findings
are consistent with the expectation that subjects would be

increasingly likeIy to d.iscriminate expressions as their MÀ

increased from 2 Lo 7 months" The failure to find a

correlat,ion between MA and novelty preference scores on

categorizat.ion ,problems in the present study would be

expect,ed if these subjects did not categorize the

expressions.

.A,nother reason for the lack of evidence of
categorization of expressions could be the 1ow power of the

statisticar test. The smaIl number of subjects and problems

contributed to this lack of power. In other words, this
study may have failed to det,ect evídence of categorization,
even though the participant,s had this ability. Including
more subjects and categorization problems in a future study

would address this problem.
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I¡Thether subjects in this study received sufficent
training to learn the categories is another issue. Nelson

et aI. (1979 ) found that infants' abílity to categorize

facial ex¡:ressions vras enhanced. when the number of moders

Ì¡ras increased from one to two models. rn the present study

there hrere four farniliarization trials in which subjects

v¡ere exposed to the expressions exhibited by four models.

Introducing a larger number of models during the

famíliarízation phase might provide the experience needed

for persons with multíple handicaps to extract common

features of the expressions.

A fourth possible reason for the failure to find
categorization ís that the 30 s triar duration during the
familiarízation phase and 1o s trial duration during the
test phase may have been inappropriate for some subjects.
For examÞIe, it was observed that some subjects had stopped

looking at the sti¡nuli by the test trials. For these

subjects, 30 s farniliarization trials rnight have been too

long" on the other hand, some subjects only looked at the
screens occasionally after 10ng int,ervals. For these

subjects, 10 s test trials may have been too short in
duration. Introducing a longer test tría1 duration (e.g.,
15 s or 20 s) might provide such subjects with a better
opportunity to compare novel and faníliar stimulí during

test trials. Future studies could be undertaken in which
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tría1 durations are varied systematical-Iy over sessions and

subjects. E1lis and Boyd (1982) ad.opted a technique ín

which they ensured a fíxed amount. of total- looking by the

subjects during the familiarization trial-s (30 s). This

type of subject-conLroll-ed trial could also be ernployed for
test tríals. For example, instead of two trials of
predeterirnined duratíon, subjects could be presented with
the test pair until they looked for a predetermined time

period, such as 10 s. Subjectsr preference for novel

stimuli could then be estimated by the proportion of this
10 s tíme they looked at the novel stimulus.

$Ihether novelty preference scores were influenced by

expression-order, problem-order, type of problem, session,

faniliarized expression, or first versus second instance of
the problem, was also examined. The major finding was that
novelty preference r¡ras influenced by sessíon" rt was found

that novelty preference scores declined from Session I to
Session 2, then increased in Session 3t and were highest in
Session 4" lhere is no obvíous ex¡rlanation of this effect.

Hypothesis 4 predicted a developmental trend in test
phase performance. This was analyzed by correlating MA, CA,

and Development,ar checklist score (DS) with several measures

of test phase perforrnance. A significant positive
correlation between DS and number of successes on novelty
preference t,ests was found" There was also a signifícant
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positive correl-ation between MA and. novelty preference

scores on discrimination problems" These two results
provide some evidence for the view that discriminating
expressions is more likely as subjectsr developmentar l-evel-

increases. The two developmental measures, mental age and

the developmental scale score, r¡/ere not significantly
correlated wj-th each other; although, there was a

nonsignificant positive correlation of .47 between the two

measures.

Hypothesis 5 predicted that subjects who categorized

facial expressions would also discriminate expressions;

whereas, subjects who failed to discriminate wourd al-so fail
to categorize" Each subjectrs performance hras classified in
one of four r^rays: (a) failed both discrimination and

categorization, (b) succeeded in discrirninatíon but not

categorízation, (c) succeeded in categorization but not

discrinination, or (d) succeeded. in both discriminati-on and

categorization. Only two subjects (Subjects 2 and 7)

violated the predicted pattern, âs they passed

categorization but failed discrinination. Nevertheress, the

Guttman scale pattern was not demonstrated to be

statistically reliabler so the hypothesis was not confirmed.

the mental ages of the two subjects who were exceptions

to the expected order (Subjects 2 and 7) had Bayley rnental

ages of 2 months and 2.7 months, respectively" In add.ition,
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both of these subjects scored below the group mean on the

developmental checklist,. consid.ering their row mental ages

and developmental checklist scores, it is plausible to
hypothesize that their success on categorization problems

was a false positive score obtained due to chance.

Summary and Conclusions

Research on cornmunication between nonverbal persons

with multiple handicaps and others is import,ant for both

theoret,icar and practical reasons. This study extended the

theoreticar anarysís of the communication process described

by nietd and walden (1982) and. Tronick (1989) to individuars
with multiple handicaps. This study deart with one aspect

of this communication process the perception of emotional

expressions by persons with rnultipre handicaps. perceiving

facial expressions is necessary for acguiring an

underst,anding of the meaning of such stirnuli" It is
essential that a person discriminate between social stimuli
and group sirnilar social st,imuli into the same category.

These skills are prereguisites for respondj_ng with
appropriate expressions or grestures in reciprocal
interactions. By includíng categorization of facial
expressions, this study extended. the scope of research on

the perception of sociar stirnuri by persons who are mu]tiply
handicapped"
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Tronick (1989) has outlined how the establ_ishment of
successful emotional- communication between a mother and her

infant can lead. to positive social- and emotj-onal outcomes;

whereas, failure to do so can produce negative outcomes,

such as withdrawr and low self-esteem. According to Tronick
(1989), such outcomes depend upon an affective communication

system in which the j-nfant experiences success or fairure in
hÍs or her social--emotional interactions. rndividuals with
murtiple handicaps are at greater risk for such fairure in
social-emotional interactj-ons if they cannot understand the

emotional expressions of their caretakers. Such interactive
errors might lead to poor affective deveropment (Gianino &

Tronick, L988). Only one aspect of interpersonal
communication was examined in the present study -- the
perception of emotionar expressions by persons with multiple
handícaps. Further research is needed on aII four
components of the communicative process descríbed by Tronick
(1e8e).

Practically, the present study shows that the visuat
recognition memory methodology can be used to test
discrimination and categorization of facial expressions by

persons with rnultiple handicaps. These methods may provide

sensitive measures for discriminating higher functioning
indivj-duals from lower functioning onesr âs deveropmentally,

categorization is a more advanced abÍIity than si_rnple
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discrimination of two expressions (Nerson I L}BT). such

measures night supplement traditional devel0pmental

measures, whose valídity is guestionable for these
individ'uals. Identif icat.ion of indívidual-s who discrÍminate
and categorize facial expressions also provides important
inforrnation for caretakers about possible means of nonverbal
communicatÍon"
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Centre 5t. Amant [nc"
Telephone, 256-4301 Area Cocle 2O4 Cocle Regional

5t. Amant Centre [nc.
44O River Roacl \Mnnipeg. Manitoba RZM 329

Date

Valdine HuyghebaerË, Psyc. Assoc.
Research Coordinat.or
CoordinaÈor of Psychology

vH/

Enclosure

NAI'ÍE
. ADDRESS

crTY, PROVTNCE
POSTAL CODE

Dear

One of the servlces avaflable to. lndfvlduale residing aË SË. AmanÈ Cencre ls
che opporEuniÈy Ëo ParciclpaEe ln. che Psychology. Research Program. The Psycho-
logy Research Program has been ln-:exfsËence at the CenCre for many years. The
program is directed aC developlng,effec¡fve'procedures deslgned Co evaluate afid
develop J-anguage, social, arÉd, self-help.sktlls wlth developnentally delayedpersons. Rese_arch programs 'selected lare desfgned r,o beriefir f n¿tvtauätsdlreccly or fndlrect,ly chrough .furÈher developnenc of ongolng programs
while ac Ehe same cfme concrlbuclng'. to the body of knowledge in cñts tnportanË
area of scudy"

The research proJecÈ beglns upon approval by che Research Ethlcs Conmit,t,ees of
boch Ehe part.lciPacing unLverslcy and the SE" AmanË Cent,re, in addl-cion Èo Èhe
person',s parencs" The proJecc Ls conducced tn che Psychológy Deparcmenc or ln
Ehe lndlvidualrs ltving unic" SessLons are conduct.ed by Þsychology scudencsfron an academfc ceachlng faclllty" They are eupervfsêd by cheli assigned.
professor and nonf.Eored by Èhe Research coordlnaÈor at Èhe centre.

Since the progran has a research componenc we requf.re the consent of Eheindividualrs parencs or guardian prlor to parclcipaclon. Accached Eo Ehisletcer you w111 find a consenc formu a lecÈer from Èhe unlverslË,y professor
supervising ch_e projecc and a brtef descrfpclon of che proposed pro¡ecc for
ç¿hich your chlld is befng considered. Please elgn the conaenË foru fnãi.catlng
whether you wlsh your chlld co parÈlcLpate and recurn lc direccly co ne. f{é
wish co assure you ÈhaE all lnformatlon obcafned 16 strlcEly confldencÍal and
ÈhaË your chtld w111 noË be ldencifled in any way 1n publlshed sclenËiflc
repo rÈ s

If you have any furËher quest,f.ons regarding chts program please feel free Èo
concacc me ac che CenEre on Fridays beÈween 8 a"m. and 4 p.n.

I look forward to hearfng from you"

Sincerelyo
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PARENT INFORb{ßTION AND COI{SENT FORM

l-. Title of Pro ject

Discrímination and Conceptualization of Facial- Expressions by
Children with Multíple Handicaps

2. Name (s) of Researcher (s)

Miss. Sandra Robertson, Mr. M. Rahman

3. Name of Project Supervisor:

John Whiteley, Department of PsychoÌogy, Uníversity of Manitoba

4. Times child wí11 participate:

Chil-dren will- participate between 9:30 and l-l-:30 am or 1:30 and
4:30 pm when they are not engaged in other programmes or
activities. Each chil-d wiII participate in about ten sessions
with at l-east 24 hours between sessions.

5. Skil-Ìs to be taught:

ThÍs study invol-ves assessing discrimination of facial-
expressions (happy and surprise) rather than teaching skil-l-s.

6. Procedures to be used:

Chil-dren become less int.erested in a picture after they have
l-ooked at it for a short period of time. If a nev,¡ picture is
shown, children l-ook longer at. the new picture than the famiÌiar
picture. In our study, each child wil-l- be shown a picture, such
as a picture of a happy face. They wÍl-l- then be shown the same
expression al-ong with a new expression, such as a surprised face.
We expect that the children wii-i- l-ook longer at t.he new picture
when t.hey perceive a change in the expression. We wil-I be
measuring how long the child l-ooks at each picture. In addition,
each child wil-l- be given a devel-opmental- test This test. will- be
used to provide a descríption of the chil-d/ s developmental l-evel.

7. Possible benefits to t.he chíl-d:

This study will- give us information about. the child's
sensit j-vity to social- cues in facial expressions. This
information may assist staff in their interactions with the
children. The testing should be enjoyable for the chil-dren and
they wiII engage in posit.ive int.eractions with the researchers
during the test sessions

B. Any possibl-e risks to the chil-d:

There are no risks.
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CONSENÎ FORfi

Preaee coopleÊe thfs forn aad return ft fn Èhe aeÈached euverope.

hereby gfve

con,seu,c for a¡r soa/daughtei 8o be screened and lf
eelected co parclcfpate fn the reeearch proJect enÈft¡.ed

" L uudergts¡rd that th€ above

¡rroJecÈ hse been epproved by the Ethl.cE ConnftÈees of both the UnLverafty

of llaufËobe and Ëhe st" Á¡aat ceuttre" r, eI-Eo undereËead thaÈ ñJr conaent,

ouce gfve¡le cao be wfthdrawo, at any Èfne"

Fleaee cheek lf you wfeh to be noÈf.Éfed {.f your chrld çrae selected

Eud ff you wf.eh 8o recefve a Eeaearch aunnery report,

Pareat SfguaÈure Date:
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AppendiN B

Developmental Ctrecklist
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DEVELOPMENTAL CHECKLIST

Name of the fndividual:

Name of the Observer:

hiard:

Date:

INSTRUCTIONS:

Assessment is based on direct observation. Most of the
behaviors will occur in routine dairy life where you can

easily observe thern. rf you cannot observe the behavior,
make your decision based on al_r evidence that is avairable
to you" Do not consul_t other people.

Please circle ilyESil c

(1) if the person can perform the behavior t oy

(2) if no additional traíning is reguired for the
person to perform the behavior t or

(3) if the behavior is too simple and conseguentry

inappropriate 
"

Please, circle r¡Nott c

(1) if the person cannot perform the behavior t oy

(2) if additional training is reguired. for the person

to perform the behaviorr or
(3) if the person cannot perform the behavi-or due to

physical hand.icap or absolutely no opportunity to
perform the behavior.
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Gross Motor Development (Sca1e 1)

1" Holds head up for five seconds when lyíng
on stomach yes no

2 " Rol-Is over on fl-at surface from back to
stornach or stomach to back yes no

3. Holds head erect when in sitting or standing

position (body may be supported).. yes no

4" Sits yes no

5" Changes from lying on stomach to a sitting
position . yes no

6. Pulls self to standing position using

something to hold onto yes no

7 " Crawls yes no

8" Stands yes no

9 " !{alks five feet (may use braces or crutches) yes no

10. Moves five feet using walker or wheel chair yes no

Fine Motor Development (Sca1e 2)

1. Closes hand around an object placed in hand yes no

2" Reaches for and grasps objects yes no

3. Uses both hands at the same time when needed

to handle an object yes no

4" Picks up smaIl objects using thurnb and

fingers only yes no
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Eating (Scale 3)

1. Swallows soft foods that d.o not reguire
chewing yes no

2 " Drinks from a glass or cup with assistance yes no

3 " Picks up food with fingers and puts food in
mouth yes no

4" Chews solid food . yes no

5. Picks up a glass and. drinks from it yes no

6" Uses a spoon to pick up and eat food . yes no

7. Eats a complete meal_ with little or no

spilling (may use only fingers and spoon) ". yes no

Dressing (Scale 4)

1. Offers litt1e or no resistance while being

dressed and undressed. . yes no

2" Extends and withdraws arms and legs while
being dressed and undressed yes no

3. Removes socks, und.erpants, unzipped outer
pants and unbuttoned shirt or dress yes no

4. Removes slip-over shírt yes no

5. Undresses sel-f completely (may need. help

with belt or bra) yes no



Grooming (Sca1e 5)

I. Offers Iittle or no resistance while being

washed

-t'ac_ra1 Expression

t_08

yes no

yesno

yes no

yes no

yes no

yes no

yes no

yes no

yes no

yes no

yes no

yes no

yes no

yes

yes

yes

2" Turns head

washed.

and extends hands while being

6"

7"

8.

3. Puts hands under running water for washing

4" Dries hands with a towel

5. Places a toothbrush in mouth and begin

brushing motion

Wipes face with a wet washcloth...

Soaps and rinses hands

Vüipes nose hrith an arm, hand. or tissue
when nose is running

9. Soaps and rinses arms and upper body

10. Blows nose in a tissue or handkerchief"...
tL. Runs a comb or brush through hair with

several st,rokes

Toileting (Sca1e 6)

Stays dry for two hours

Sits on the toilet for thirty seconds.... "

Eliminates when on the toilet (bowel or

bladder)

6. Has bowel control at night

1"

2"

J"

no

no

no9. Has bowel control
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10. Indicates by a g,esture or words when

needing to use the toilet yes no

yes no12" Has bowel and bladder control

Receptive Language (ScaIe 7)

1. Turns head toward the source of a sound.... yes no

2. Responds when name is calIed yes no

3. Responds to the instruct,ion, rrÏ,ook at mer¡t

with two seconds of eye contact yes no

4" Responds to a simple instructíon such as,
rrCome hererr yes no

5" Performs the appropriate action when the word

rrmerr is used such as, rrGíve me the ballrt .. yes no

6, Stops an activity upon reguest such as, nNo,il

or rrstoprr yes no

7. Points to fifteen coïrmon objects such as a

baII, spoon, eEc. I upon reguest yes no

9" List,ens t,o a story for three mínutes......" yes no

10" Follows instructions such as, rrput the

ball in the boxr¡ . yes no

12. Responds to non-verbal communications from

others such as frowning, crying, smiling,
etc " yes no
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Expressive Language (Scale B)

Note: Tf the person uses sígn 1anguage or signboards (e.g.,
bliss symbols) to communícate, these methods should be

considered the same as speaking.

1. Makes sounds or gestures to get attention... yes no

Z. Shakes head or otherwise indicates rryssl or
¡rrrorr in response to a simple guestíon such

âs¡ ¡rDo you want some nilk?¡r.... yes no

3. Repeats three coÍrmon words presented one at
a time, such as rrcatrr, ttdogr,, and ilcarrr yes no

4" Names three familiar objects such as cup,

bed, and baLl . yes no

5. Says at least ten words that can be

underst,ood by someone who knows him or her. . yes no

6. Asks simple guestions (for example,

Itwhatrs that?t,)... . yes no

7 " Speaks in three or four-word senLences...... yes no

B. Says last, name when asked yes no
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Social Interaction (Scale 9)

1. Responds when touched by reaching toward

or moving arüay \¡ôc no

2" Looks toward or otherwise indicates a

person in the irnrnediate area yes no

3. Follows a person with eyes or otherwise

responds to a person moving . yes no

4. Imítates arm movement such as clapping

hands or waving good-bye yes no

5. Spends time alone with toys or objects

for two minutes yes no

6. Identifies friends and acquaintances from

strangers... . yes no

7 " Spends five minutes doing something with
one or tv¡o other persons. . . " yes no

8. Spends t,en minutes doing something with one

or two other persons sitting at a tabIe.... yes no

9. Waj-ts for turn in a group yes no

10. Follows directions from others yes no

1-2. Greets others upon meet.ing yes no
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Appendix C

Instructions criven to the Judcres for the

Rating of Facíal Expressions

Please read the description of happy (enjoyment-joy),

and surprise expressions as defined by Izard (1971) and

watch the sample picture. You will be shown these

expressions posed by several female models. please indicate
for each expression whether j-t matches with Izardts
descript,ion in terms of the changes in each facial region.

Please indicate using a check ( d) mark that it matches, and

cross (x) mark that it doesntt"

Then, please give an overall judgement of each

expression on a 5-point rating scale Índicating whether the

overall expression of the model matches with the sample

overall expression outlined by Izard (1971). The S-point

scale should look Iíke this:

+------------+-- --+------------+ ----+
Doesn¡t match Not very Somewhat Verymuch Fully

at all closer closer closer matches
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Appendix D

Faciar Expressions of HaBpv and surprÍse For the six Moders
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Assicrnment of Conditions for each Subiect and Trial

rt5



Subj. Group MD TC

Grouplng of SubJects and the
Four Sesslons Along

lSD
2SC
2 Ca

4HC
5 SC
6HD
7HC
8sD
9SD

10 HC
11 SC
12 HD
ì3 HD
14 HC

Sess I on I

4L
5L
4L
1L
1R

5R
6R
4R
IH
bL
3R
2L
6L

6R5231
2R 3 4 6 1

6L2315
2R6534
5R3246
2L4631
1L 3 2 4 5
6R1352
5L 3 1 6 4
lL 4 5 2 3
4R 5 'l 2 6
3R 4 1 6 5
5L 1 4 2 3
2R 4 1 5 6

F1 F2

APPENDIX E

Table 18

Seìectlon of Dlfferent lr4odels
Wlth the Posltlon of the Novel

F3

Note. SD = Subject in SHSH expression orden and DDCC pr-oblem order, SC = Subjects {n SHSH expression onden and CCDD pr-oblemoîder, HC = SubJects'in HSHS expnession order and ccDD problem ordef-, HD = Subjects ln HSHS express.ìon order and DDCC pnoblemonder' MD = lt4odel selected for test trial of the dìscrimlnat{on problem condltion, and the same model was used durìng the fourf amì l'i ari2ation phase of thls problem condltlon, Tc = model seìected f on the test tn,i aì Õf the categonizat.ion pf-oblemcondition, F1 = model selected for the flrst fam{ l'larlzatlon tllat of the categonizatlon prob'lem condition, F2 = model selectedfor the second familiarizatlon trlal of the categorlzation problem condltion, F3 = model selected for the third fam.iliarizationtlial of the catego-ization problem condit'lon, F4 = model selected fo¡'the fourth familianization tnial of the categorizatìonoroblem conditìon, L = the novel stÍmu'lus presented on the left scr-een dur-ing the first test triaì, it was pnesented on thenight screen 'in the next test trial, Q = the novel stlmulus presented on the right sc.een dur^in9 the finst test trial, itwas presented on the Ieft screen in the next test tllaì.

F4 MD TC

1R

4R
2L
EI

6L
JL

2L
6R
1L
1L
5R
6R
4L
5H

Sess i on 2

2L6534
3L 2 1 5 6
lR 6 4 3 5
2R'r 643
4L1523
1R 2 5 4 6
4R36t5
5L 1 3 4 2
6R3425
3R5642
6L 3 A 2 1

4R3251
3R 1 6 2 5
6L 2 1 4 3

F1 F2 F3 F4 N4D TC

.ln Famll1alfzatlon
Expressìon Dur-lng

Sess i on 3

3R 4R
1L 5L
6R 5L
2R 1L
2L 6R,IR 

4R
3L 5R
5L 2R
qt )o
4R 6L
4t 3R
1R 2l
JH IH
4t 1L

tt

6251
3462
24t3
4356
4153
5362
4621
lctó4

1532
¿tb5
ÒJ4b
5624
6235

F2 Êâ

and Test Tr ìals
Test Tl.ials

FA N¡D TC

Sess I on 4

2t
2R
IR
JH
4R
2t
qÞ

3L
6R
3R
2t
AL
5R
6R

1L
'I R

3R
Êr

IL
bL
ct

5L
3L
qÞ

4L
IL

4L
2R

rt

of

4653
ÞJ54
¿qâ)
4621
3526

1624
4612
4521
146?
3651
6523
6312
Jr45

F2 F4

r{
0)
tl
H.
0J
P
trl

E
fi
(D
('n

r)
H"
a)

H
ts
o'\
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Appendíx F

Scorinq Criteria for a Visual Fixation

rf the stimulus is reflected over the pupil, score a

fixation. rf the stinulus refr-ection cannot be seen/ use

the cue light as a reference point. rf the cue light is
between sIíghtly above the pupir to one-half way down the
pupil and centered. over the pupir, then score a fixation.

when both the reflection from the stimurus and the cue

light. are not visible over the subjectrs pupil, then score
fixations on the basis of subjectrs general orientation, eye

movement, and gazing patt.ern"

The eye that seems to
the subject should be used.

coordinated. A guick blink

be l-ooking directly ín front of
if eye movements are not

does not termÍnate a fixation.
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Appendix G

Test Trial Data Used for Analyzincl
Discrimination and. Cateqorization

Explanation for column headings for Tab1e t9
Subj" = Subject number
Dl = Novelty preference score in Session 1 for

Discrimination problem
D2 : Novel_ty preference score in Session 2 for

oiscriminatíon problem
D3 = Novelty preference score in Session 3 for

Discrimination problem
D4 = Novelty preference score in Session 4 for

Discrimination problem
MD = Mean of the Novelty preference scores for

Discri-minatíon problems across four sessions
CI = Novelty preference score in Session 1 for

Categorization problern
C2 = Novelty preference score in Session 2 for

Categorization problern
C3 : Novelty preference score Ín Session 3 for

Categorization problem
C4 = Novelty preference score in Session 4 for

Categorization problem
MC = Mean of the Novelty preference scores for

categorization problems across four sessions
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Table 19

Nove efere

Subj. DI D2 D4 MDD3 c4c3C2c1 MC

I
2

3

4

5

6

7

a,

9

10

1l_

I2
13

I4

"56
*

"70
"4L
.65
.33

'E

.73

.38

.89

"62
.54

"78

"29
"74
.30

"69
.37

"49
to

"61

"93
&

"52
"52

"64
"55

.56

.85

"+¿
.39
.46

"48
"68

"22
.84

"51

"40
"30

"39
"50

.80

"25
"49

"70
"44
.35
ú

.09
+

" 6l_

"49
.64

" 35

.60

"94 "66
"45 .23

" 43 .18

"85 "74
"52 "78
.51 .30

" 08 "29
* .51
**
1.00 .86
.80 .55

"78 " 30

"67 *

"84 "40

"7I "77
.65 .47

"82 .48
.60 .72
.60 .58

"82 "s7
.83 .38
1.00 "62
* "73

"44 "67
"57 .70
.43 " 53

.64 .62

.55 "64

"64 .57
.73 .64
* .40

" 44 .55

"76 .51
.39 .43
.87 .61
1. 00 .48
.88 . BB

"51 .54

" 48 .47
.7 I .54
.75 .53

"63 "57

Note. *=missingvalues
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Appendix H

T"=t Tri-l Drtu u="d for Ar.rv"irq Eff""t= of
Type of Familíar stimulus on Novelty preference scores

Explanation for colurnn headings for Tab1e 20

Subj" : Subject number
DHl : Novelty preference score for Discrimination probrem

after first Happy familiar stimulus
DHz = Noverty preference score for Discrimínation problem

after second Happy familiar stimulus
DSI = Novelty preference score for Discrimination probrem

after first Surprise familiar stimulus
DS2 : Novelty preference score for Discrimination problem

after second farniliar stimulus
cHl = Novelty preference score for categorization problem

after first Happy stimulus
cHz : Novelty preference score for categorization problem

after second Happy stimulus
csl = Novelty preference score for categorization problem

after first Surprise stimulus
cs2 : Noverty preference score for categorizatj_on problem

after second Surprise farniliar stimulus
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Tabl-e 20

Nove

Familiar Stinrulus for Fourteen Subjects

subj. DHl DH2 DS]. DS2 cHl cH2 csl csz

l-

¿

J

Â

5

6

7

I
9

10

tl-
I2
13

L4

.66 "7I
"23 " 65

.18 "82

.85 "70

.78 "60

.51 .65

" 08 .33
.51_ I"00
**
t_"00 .38
.55 "57
"78 "62
.67 "54
"84 .78

.94

"45
"43

"74
"52
.30

"29
*
ú

.86

.80

"30
ú

.40

*
.56
*

"60
"4L

"82
.83

"35

"73

"44
.89

"43
.64

"55

.56

"85

"42
.69

"46

"49
"29

"22

"84
*

"40

"52
,64

"55

"64 .29 . B0

"73 "74 "25
* .30 .49
.70 .39 "44
"76 "37 .44
.35 .48 .39
* "68 "87
1.00 .61 .09
.BB ,93 *

.61 .51 . sl-

"48 .52 "49

"64 .30 "7I
.35 .39 .7s

"60 .50 "63

Note. *=missinqvalues
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Appendix I
Data Used for Analyses of Total Fixation Times

Durinq the Familíarization phase

Explanation of column headings for Table 2I

Subj. : Subject no.
Ses. = Session no"
DIl. : Fj-xation in Trial- I I
DL2 : FixatÍon in Trial Z I
D13 : Fixation i-n Trial 3 |
D14 = Fixation in Tria1 4,
ClI : Fixat,Íon in Trial L,
CIz : Fixation in Tria1 Z I
C13 = Fixation in Trial 3,
C14 = Fixation in Tri-a1 4 |
D2l- : Fixation in Trial Ll
D22 = Fixation in Trial 2 |
D23 : Fixation in Trial 3 |
D24 = Fixation in Trial 4,
C2l- = Fixation in Trial Il
C22 : Fixation in Trial 2 |
C23 : Fixation in Trial 3 |
C24 = Fixation in Trial 4 |
D31 = Fixation in Trial I,
D32 : Fixation in Trial 2 |
D33 = Fixatíon in Tria1 3 |
D34 : Fixation in Tria1 4 |C3l : Fixation in Trial 1,
C32 : Fixation in Trial Z I
C33 : Fixat,ion in Trial 3,
C34 = Fixation in Trial 4l
D41 = Fixation in Trial t,
D42 = Fixation in Trial 2,
D43 = Fixation in Tria} 3 |
D44 = Fixation in Trial- 4,
C41 : Fíxation ín Trial ll
C42 : Fixation ín TríaI 2,
C43 : Fixation in Trial 3 |
C44 = Fixation in Tria1 4 |

for Discrimination
for Di-scri-mination
for Discrimination
for Discrimination
for Categorization
for Categorl-zation
for Categorization
for Categorization
for Discrimination
for Discrimination
for Discrimination
for Discrírnination
for Categorization
for CategorJ-zation
for Categorization
for Categorization
for Discrímination
for Discrimination
for Discrirnination
for Discrimination
for Categorization
for Categorization
for Categorization
for Categorization
for Discrímination
for Discriminatíon
for Díscrirnination
for Di-scrirnination
for Categorization
for Categorization
for Categorization
for CategorJ-zation

Session L,
Session 1,
Session !,
Session I,
Session 1,
Session 1,
Session !l
Session 1,
Session 2,
Session 2,
Session 2,
Session 2,
Session 2,
SessJ-on 2,
Sessíon 2 |
Session 2,
Session 3 |
Session 3 |
Sessi-on 3 |
Session 3 r
Session 3 t
Session 3,
Session 3,
Session 3 |
Session 4,
Session 4,
Session 4,
Session 4,
Sessíon 4 |
Session 4,
Session 4,
Session 4,
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Table 2I

Duration of Visual Fixation During Four Familiarization Tria]s in
Eqff Sessj-ons for Fourteen Subiects lin Secondsl

Subj. Ses" DIl DI2 D13 Dl_4 cl_1 cr2 c13 CIA

1
¿

J

4
5
6
7
Õ

9
l_0
11
I2
l_3
t4

1
1
1
I
1
1
I
1
1
1
1
1
1
I

6"81 3"97 l_"55 9.36 7"30 4.I0 5"7I 4.11_
19 "40 2I.77 14.15 23 "67 19.06 8.85 24 "62 22 "909.34 4.70 15.34 3.20 9"69 4"20 8"47 3"57
23.72 13"95 1I"88 L8"28 19"6s l.5"22 l-4"92 14.88
13"68 8.81 10.33 2"28 l_4.88 ]-8"26 17.90 A2.46
22"50 22"20 IO"20 22.84 I0"36 14"30 13.63 17.86
5.45 2 "2L "28 .00 2.56 2 "OI . OO 2.37
7 "40 1" 33 3 "63 I"69 "62 "67 I"79 . OO
2"94 4"27 "00 6"67 I"49 1.31 .00 4.90

.00 t"t2 I"34 2"46 8.81 3"62 1.31 1.35
28 "36 23 .52 27 "27 28 "77 25 "93 23.30 26.06 26.9I
22 "36 16.96 13 . 00 l_8.91 L6 "82 9 "82 20.24 5 "7 45"23 5.98 2"98 3.56 6.00 3"47 3.15 I"99
11.23 l-9"97 9"74 14.83 6"10 8"60 1.39 20.18

Subj. Ses. D21 D22 D23 D24 c2r c22 c23 C24

1
¿

4
5

6
7
ôo
9

10
11
T2
13
T4

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

4"04 2"33 2"96 6.03 5"22 "95 4"67 4.07
18.37 8"67 14.01 9"73 8.89 l-6"62 1l_.48 10.26
7.78 7 "57 5"28 4"29 3.00 4"65 10"54 6.13

24.92 20"43 19.80 16.37 l-9.03 20"65 26"94 20.04
7 .60 7 "OL 8.56 3 "62 11" 87 I "26 6. 13 8. 99

24"9I 25"51 24"78 18"50 22"42 5.03 2"77 1.83
"44 2.26 1.91 .23 7"73 .00 3.30 *
" 00 "78 I"92 "47 "2t "26 "62 "52
" 00 "34 3 "I2 "00 "00 "00 3.30 *
.87 1"38 1.05 7 "32 l.6"20 4"I2 2,30 2.64

22"45 16.53 24"22 22"42 27 "80 28"57 28"45 28.85
26"45 11"69 24"22 16"38 16"31 6"10 1.15 3"76
5"33 "83 4"57 "75 3.09 1"90 L.28 2"28

16"97 16.84 t6"I7 10.68 11.00 77 "27 20"23 l-4"24

(Tab1e 2L continues)
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Subj. Ses" D31 D32 D33 D34 c31 c32 c33 C34

t
2

4
5
6
7
ö
9

10
11
T2
l-3
L4

J
3
.)

aJ
.)
J

3

J

J

3
J

3
aJ
)J

I.40 .90 4.45 3"52 "78 "00 I"29 "3016.16 7"34 17.15 .73 12"66 .00 4.59 5"24
4 "52 6 "84 3 " 83 6 "2L .00 9.35 4.7 6 3 .49

16"93 7 "57 19"23 15.91 24"06 7 "54 21"13 3.49
L6"54 2"28 6"01 L"52 l-0.72 20.39 12.23 I"87
23"92 21.58 24"72 9.81 22"30 24"69 20.86 25"53
3"44 2.15 1.1_7 .00 I"47 .31 1.0s 1.61
"00 I"26 2"20 .73 .41 4"s2 1.88 1.87
"97 .00 .29 "24 2 "54 3.29 . 00 " 44

5.37 4 "34 5.28 " 30 2 "26 1. 36 1. 84 1.41
26"06 26"9L 22.45 16"53 24"22 24.42 27.80 28.57
9.09 10"46 2"84 4"38 20"69 24.80 17.85 l_0.81
1"36 1.8s 1.17 "55 4"I9 L.26 2.99 2.33

L5.29 17 "I2 13.68 18 " 35 20.77 9.13 6.33 8.57

Subj. Ses. D41 D42 D43 D44 c4r c42 c43 C44

I
2
3
4
5
6
7
ôo
9

10
11
I2
13
I4

4
¿!

4
4
4
4
4
4

4
4
4
4

3"01 .76 .00 1"90 3"54 1.19 2.61, l_.84
10.11 8.28 3"44 4"39 7.01 2.89 2.13 1.60
3.81 2.46 7.42 8"75 2.O7 2.43 I.67 3.64

17.81 20.86 13 " 30 17.30 18.46 18.37 13 .2s 16.20
4"72 7.61 7 "L5 3.98 8"8s 12"66 11.83 7.60

2s"57 23.44 24"29 24.J.3 27"57 23.37 23.94 25"18
7 "69 4"04 5"95 3"13 3"30 5.30 7"88 1.60

.40 " 00 .63 2 "L7 .00 .00 .2I .60
2 "32 "64 .00 .38 2.5I " 00 3 "22 2 "39

14 " 10 3 "87 IO "77 2 "75 l-3.94 7 .60 4.98 6.57
27 "OO 24"63 25"76 26"87 27 "O3 28"06 25.49 26.67
14 "22 10.59 7 "72 7 " 85 13 " 84 14 "23 9 .99 l_3 . OO

2 "78 1.20 1.50 4.56 7 "30 3 " 10 3 . 19 l_ " 34
14"44 7 "03 11"80 18"39 10.55 9"75 8.s4 10.e4

Note. *=missingvalues


